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Simple Attention-LM Dialog Model (no LSTM) 

[Mei, Bansal, Walter, AAAI 2017] 

Conversation History RNN Response RNN 

•  Allows choosing long-distance history context w/o the issues w/ LSTM memories 
•  Allows attending to gappy history very flexibly 
•  Allows attending to already-generated response words for coherence and non-

redundancy! 



Simple Attention-LM Dialog Model (no LSTM) 

[Mei, Bansal, Walter, AAAI 2017] 

A: person , but this time i got the money .

R: if you give it to me , i might forget i found you .

A: i ’ ll give it to you .

A: person , but this time i got the money .

R: if you give it to me , i might forget i found you .

A: i ’ ll give it to you .

(a) MovieTriples

A: i have really choppy streaming video in 9.10 ,

any way to fix that ?

A: any way to fix choppy streaming video in 9.10 ?

R: what kind of video

R: what video card do you have ?

A: i have really choppy streaming video in 9.10 ,

any way to fix that ?

A: any way to fix choppy streaming video in 9.10 ?

R: what kind of video

R: what video card do you have ?

(b) Ubuntu Troubleshoot

Figure 2: A visualization of attention on the (a) MovieTriples and (b) Ubuntu Troubleshooting datasets, showing which words in the conver-
sation history are being aligned to, for each generated response word. Shaded intervals indicate the strength with which the corresponding
words in the conversation history and response are attend to when generating the bolded word in the response. We show this for two generated
words in the same response (left and right column).

target MovieTriples dataset. We perform early-stopping ac-
cording to the PPL score on the held-out set. We train the
models for both the MovieTriples and Ubuntu Troubleshoot
datasets using Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) for optimiza-
tion in RNN back-propagation. The accompanying sup-
plementary material provides additional training details, in-
cluding the hyper-parameter settings.

Results and Analysis
Primary Dialogue Modeling Results
In this section, we compare the performance on several met-
rics of our attention-based RNN-LM with RNN baselines
and state-of-the-art models on the two benchmark datasets.
Table 1 reports PPL and WER results on the MovieTriples
test set, while Table 2 compares different models on Ubuntu
Troubleshoot in terms of PPL on the development set and
recall@N (N = 1 and 2) on the test set (following what
previous work reports). In the tables, RNN is the plain
vanilla RNN language model (RNN-LM), as defined in
The Model section, and LSTM is an LSTM-RNN language
model, i.e., an RNN-LM with LSTM memory units. A-
RNN refers to our main model as defined in the Atten-
tion in RNN-LM section. HRED in Table 1 is the hier-
archical neural dialogue model proposed by Serban et al.
(2016).2 LDA-CONV in Table 2 is proposed by Luan, Ji,
and Ostendorf (2016), which integrates learned LDA-topic-
proportions into an LSTM language model in order to pro-
mote topic-concentration in the generations. Both tables
demonstrate that the attention-RNN-LM (A-RNN) model

2We compare to their best-performing model version, that
adopts bidirectional gated-unit RNN (GRU).

Table 1: Results on the MovieTriples test set. The HRED results
are from Serban et al. (2016).

Model PPL PPL@L WER WER@L

RNN 27.09 26.67 64.10% 64.07%
HRED 26.81 26.31 63.93% 63.91%
A-RNN 25.52 23.46 61.58% 60.15%

Table 2: Ubuntu Troubleshoot PPL and recall@N, with LSTM and
LDA-CONV results from Luan et al. (2016).

Model PPL recall@1 recall@2

RNN 56.16 11% 22%
LSTM 54.93 12% 22%
LDA-CONV 51.13 13% 24%
A-RNN 45.38 17% 30%

achieves the best results reported to-date on these datasets
in terms all evaluation metrics. It improves the ability of
an RNN-LM to model continuous dialogue conversations,
while keeping the model architecture simple.

Table 3: RNN-LM vs. RNN-Seq2Seq

PPL MovieTriples Ubuntu Troubleshoot

RNN-Seq2Seq 35.10 104.61
RNN-LM 27.81 56.16

We also evaluate the effectiveness of the RNN-LM and
RNN-Seq2Seq models on both the MovieTriples and Ubuntu



Video-Grounded Dialog Models 
•  Dialog assistant should be able to “see” daily activities around it and hold dialog 

conditioned on that context, both for understanding and generating responses. 



SotA Video Captioning with MTL/RL + Entailment 

1)  Multi-Task Learning with Video
+Entailment Generation Task 

 

2)  Policy Gradient with Entailment-
Corrected CIDEr as Reward 

UNSUPERVISED
VIDEO PREDICTION

VIDEO CAPTIONING
ENTAILMENT
GENERATION

Video Encoder Language Encoder

Video Decoder Language Decoder

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM
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Figure 4: Our many-to-many multi-task learning model to share encoders and decoders of the video captioning, unsupervised
video prediction, and entailment generation tasks.
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These attention weights {αt,i} act as an alignment

mechanism by giving higher weights to certain en-

coder hidden states which match that decoder time

step better, and are computed as:
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a , and ba are learned parameters.

This attention-based sequence-to-sequence model

(Fig. 3) is our enhanced baseline for video caption-

ing. We next discuss similar models for the new

tasks of unsupervised video prediction and entail-

ment generation and then finally share them via

multi-task learning.

3.3 Unsupervised Video Prediction

We model unsupervised video representation by

predicting the sequence of future video frames

given the current frame sequence. Similar to

Sec. 3.2, a bidirectional LSTM-RNN encoder and

an LSTM-RNN decoder is used, along with at-

tention. If the frame level features of a video

of length n are {f1, f2, ..., fn}, these are di-

vided into two sets such that given the current

frames {f1, f2, .., fk} (in its encoder), the model

has to predict (decode) the rest of the frames

{fk+1, fk+2, .., fn}. The motivation is that this

helps the video encoder learn rich temporal rep-

resentations that are aware of their action-based

context and are also robust to missing frames and

varying frame lengths or motion speeds. The opti-

mization function is defined as:

minimize
φ

n−k!

t=1

||fd
t − ft+k||

2
2 (6)

where φ are the model parameters, ft+k is the true

future frame feature at decoder time step t and fd
t

is the decoder’s predicted future frame feature at

decoder time step t, defined as:

fd
t = S(hdt−1, f

d
t−1, ct) (7)

similar to Eqn. 2, with hdt−1 and fd
t−1 as the

previous time step’s hidden state and predicted

frame feature respectively, and ct as the attention-

weighted context vector.

3.4 Entailment Generation

Given a sentence (premise), the task of entail-

ment generation is to generate a sentence (hypoth-

esis) which is a logical deduction or implication

of the premise. Our entailment generation model

again uses a bidirectional LSTM-RNN encoder

and LSTM-RNN decoder with an attention mech-

anism (similar to Sec. 3.2). If the premise sp is

a sequence of words {wp
1 , w

p
2, ..., w

p
n} and the hy-

pothesis sh is {wh
1 , w

h
2 , ..., w

h
m}, the distribution

of the entailed hypothesis w.r.t. the premise is:

p(wh
1 , ..., w

h
m|wp

1, ..., w
p
n) =

m#

t=1

p(wh
t |h

d
t ) (8)

where the distribution p(wh
t |h

d
t ) is again obtained

via softmax over all the words in the vocabulary

and the decoder state hdt is similar to Eqn. 2.
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Figure 2: Reinforcement learning of video captioning with entailment and CIDEr scores as reward.

tioning (Anderson et al., 2016; Hodosh et al.,
2013; Elliott and Keller, 2014). Specifically, these
metrics use undirected n-gram matching of the
machine-generated caption with the ground-truth
caption, and hence fail to capture its directed
logical correctness. Therefore, they still give
high scores to even those generated captions that
contain a single but critical wrong word (e.g.,
negation, unrelated action or object), because all
the other words match with the ground truth.

We introduce CIDEnt, a complementary com-
bination of a traditional phrase-matching metric
(CIDEr) based reward with an accurate entailment
classifier’s score that clips the CIDEr reward when
they are in disagreement. This makes sure that a
generated caption gets a high reward only when it
is a directed match with the ground truth caption,
i.e., it is either a paraphrase or is logically implied,
hence avoiding contradictory or unrelated infor-
mation (see Fig. 1). Empirically, we show that
the CIDEnt-based reward achieves better improve-
ments over the baseline than the CIDEr-based re-
ward. Overall, we achieve the new state-of-the-art
on the YouTube2Text dataset, based on both auto-
matic and human evaluation metrics.

2 Related Work

Past work has presented several sequence-to-
sequence models for video captioning, using at-
tention, hierarchical RNNs, 3D-CNN video fea-
tures, joint embedding spaces, language fusion,
etc. but using word-level cross entropy loss train-
ing (Venugopalan et al., 2015a; Yao et al., 2015;
Pan et al., 2016a,b; Venugopalan et al., 2016).

Policy gradient for image captioning was re-
cently presented by Ranzato et al. (2016), using
a mixed sequence level training paradigm to use
non-differentiable evaluation metrics as rewards.
Liu et al. (2016b) and Rennie et al. (2016) im-
prove upon this using Monte Carlo roll-outs and
a test inference baseline, respectively. We apply
metric-reward policy gradient to the new task of

video captioning, and also introduce a better re-
ward scorer using entailment-based information.

Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) is a tra-
ditional NLP task (Lai and Hockenmaier, 2014;
Jimenez et al., 2014), boosted by a large dataset
(SNLI) recently introduced by (Bowman et al.,
2015). There have been several leaderboard mod-
els on SNLI (Cheng et al., 2016; Rocktäschel
et al., 2016); we focus on the decomposable, intra-
sentence attention model of Parikh et al. (2016).

3 Models

3.1 Attention Baseline (Cross-Entropy)

Our attention-based seq-to-seq baseline model is
similar to the Bahdanau et al. (2015) architecture,
where we encode input frame level video features
{f1:n} via a bi-directional LSTM-RNN and then
generate the caption w1:m using an LSTM-RNN
with an attention mechanism. Let ✓ be the model
parameters and w

⇤
1:m be the ground-truth caption,

then the cross entropy loss function is:

L(✓) = �
mX

t=1

log p(w

⇤
t |w⇤

1:t, f1:n) (1)

where p(wt|w1:t�1, f1:n) = softmax(W

T
h

d
t ).

where W T is the projection matrix, and wt and h

d
t

are the generated word and the RNN decoder hid-
den state at time step t, computed using the stan-
dard RNN recursion and attention-based context
vector ct. Details of the attention model are in the
supplementary (due to space constraints).

3.2 Reinforcement Learning (Policy
Gradient)

In order to directly optimize the sentence-level
test metrics (as opposed to the cross-entropy loss
above), we use a policy gradient p✓, where ✓ rep-
resent the model parameters. Here, our baseline
model acts as an agent and interacts with its envi-
ronment (video and caption). At each time step,

[Pasunuru and Bansal, ACL 2017] 
(Outstanding Paper Award) 

[Pasunuru and Bansal, EMNLP 2017] 



New Video+Dialog Task/Dataset (EMNLP 2017) 

[Fu, Lee, Bansal, Berg, EMNLP 2017] 

•  Video + Chat: conversations grounded/task-based in concrete video events! 

Video Highlight Prediction Using Audience Chat Reactions
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Abstract

Sports channel video portals offer an ex-
citing domain for research on multimodal,
multilingual analysis. We present meth-
ods addressing the problem of automatic
video highlight prediction based on joint
visual features and textual analysis of the
real-world audience discourse with com-
plex slang, in both English and tradi-
tional Chinese. We present a novel dataset
based on League of Legends champi-
onships recorded from North American
and Taiwanese Twitch.tv channels (will be
released for further research), and demon-
strate strong results on these using multi-
modal, character-level CNN-RNN model
architectures.

1 Introduction

On-line eSports events provide a new setting for
observing large-scale social interaction focused on
a visual story that evolves over time—a video
game. While watching sporting competitions has
been a major source of entertainment for millen-
nia, and is a significant part of today’s culture, eS-
ports brings this to a new level on several fronts.
One is the global reach, the same games are played
around the world and across cultures by speak-
ers of several languages. Another is the scale of
on-line text-based discourse during matches that is
public and amendable to analysis. One of the most
popular games, League of Legends, drew 43 mil-
lion views for the 2016 world series final matches
(broadcast in 18 languages) and a peak concurrent
viewership of 14.7 million1. Finally, players in-
teract through what they see on screen while fans
(and researchers) can see exactly the same views.

1
http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/articles/

2016-league-legends-world-championship-numbers

(a) Twitch

(b) Youtube

(c) Facebook

Figure 1: Pictures of Broadcasting platforms:(a)
Twitch: League of Legends Tournament
Broadcasting, (b) Youtube: News Channel,
(c)Facebook: Personal live sharing

This paper builds on the wealth of interaction
around eSports to develop predictive models for
match video highlights based on the audience’s
online chat discourse as well as the visual record-
ings of matches themselves. ESports journal-
ists and fans create highlight videos of impor-
tant moments in matches. Using these as ground
truth, we explore automatic prediction of high-
lights via multimodal CNN+RNN models for mul-
tiple languages. Appealingly this task is natural,
as the community already produces the ground
truth and is global, allowing multilingual multi-
modal grounding.

Highlight prediction is about capturing the ex-
citing moments in a specific video (a game match
in this case), and depends on the context, the state
of play, and the players. This task of predicting
the exciting moments is hence different from sum-
marizing the entire match into a story summary.
Hence, highlight prediction can benefit from the
available real-time text commentary from fans,
which is valuable in exposing more abstract back-
ground context, that may not be accessible with
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New Video+Dialog Task/Dataset (EMNLP 2017) 

[Fu, Lee, Bansal, Berg, EMNLP 2017] 

•  Very interesting chat language! 
•  Time-constrained, not just space 
•  Lots of special vocab, symbols, 

emoticons 
•  Multi-user with several interleaving 

turns 
•  Multi-lingual 

Video Highlight Prediction Using Audience Chat Reactions

Cheng-Yang Fu, Joon Lee, Mohit Bansal, Alex C. Berg
UNC Chapel Hill

{cyfu, joonlee, mbansal, aberg}@cs.unc.edu

Abstract

Sports channel video portals offer an ex-
citing domain for research on multimodal,
multilingual analysis. We present meth-
ods addressing the problem of automatic
video highlight prediction based on joint
visual features and textual analysis of the
real-world audience discourse with com-
plex slang, in both English and tradi-
tional Chinese. We present a novel dataset
based on League of Legends champi-
onships recorded from North American
and Taiwanese Twitch.tv channels (will be
released for further research), and demon-
strate strong results on these using multi-
modal, character-level CNN-RNN model
architectures.

1 Introduction

On-line eSports events provide a new setting for
observing large-scale social interaction focused on
a visual story that evolves over time—a video
game. While watching sporting competitions has
been a major source of entertainment for millen-
nia, and is a significant part of today’s culture, eS-
ports brings this to a new level on several fronts.
One is the global reach, the same games are played
around the world and across cultures by speak-
ers of several languages. Another is the scale of
on-line text-based discourse during matches that is
public and amendable to analysis. One of the most
popular games, League of Legends, drew 43 mil-
lion views for the 2016 world series final matches
(broadcast in 18 languages) and a peak concurrent
viewership of 14.7 million1. Finally, players in-
teract through what they see on screen while fans
(and researchers) can see exactly the same views.

1
http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/articles/

2016-league-legends-world-championship-numbers

(a) Twitch

(b) Youtube

(c) Facebook

Figure 1: Pictures of Broadcasting platforms:(a)
Twitch: League of Legends Tournament
Broadcasting, (b) Youtube: News Channel,
(c)Facebook: Personal live sharing

This paper builds on the wealth of interaction
around eSports to develop predictive models for
match video highlights based on the audience’s
online chat discourse as well as the visual record-
ings of matches themselves. ESports journal-
ists and fans create highlight videos of impor-
tant moments in matches. Using these as ground
truth, we explore automatic prediction of high-
lights via multimodal CNN+RNN models for mul-
tiple languages. Appealingly this task is natural,
as the community already produces the ground
truth and is global, allowing multilingual multi-
modal grounding.

Highlight prediction is about capturing the ex-
citing moments in a specific video (a game match
in this case), and depends on the context, the state
of play, and the players. This task of predicting
the exciting moments is hence different from sum-
marizing the entire match into a story summary.
Hence, highlight prediction can benefit from the
available real-time text commentary from fans,
which is valuable in exposing more abstract back-
ground context, that may not be accessible with
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•  Very interesting chat language! 
•  Time-constrained, not just space 
•  Lots of special vocab, symbols, 

emoticons 
•  Multi-user with several interleaving 

turns 
•  Multi-lingual 

•  We predict highlight frames of 
full video using joint features 
from video and user reactions 
from chat dialog (via a 
character-level model to capture 
this new language) 
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Abstract

Sports channel video portals offer an ex-
citing domain for research on multimodal,
multilingual analysis. We present meth-
ods addressing the problem of automatic
video highlight prediction based on joint
visual features and textual analysis of the
real-world audience discourse with com-
plex slang, in both English and tradi-
tional Chinese. We present a novel dataset
based on League of Legends champi-
onships recorded from North American
and Taiwanese Twitch.tv channels (will be
released for further research), and demon-
strate strong results on these using multi-
modal, character-level CNN-RNN model
architectures.

1 Introduction

On-line eSports events provide a new setting for
observing large-scale social interaction focused on
a visual story that evolves over time—a video
game. While watching sporting competitions has
been a major source of entertainment for millen-
nia, and is a significant part of today’s culture, eS-
ports brings this to a new level on several fronts.
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of predicted frames with a positive label as Spred.
Following (Gygli et al., 2014; Song et al., 2015),
we use the harmonic mean F-score in Eq.2 widely
used in video summarization task for evaluation:

P =
Sgt \ Spred

|Spred|
, R =

Sgt \ Spred

|Sgt|
(1)

F =
2PR

P +R

⇥ 100% (2)
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6
https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch

(e.g., 4 which sounds like yes in traditional Chi-
nese). People may type variant length of 4, e.g.,,
4444444 to express their remarks.

Therefore, alternatively, we model the audience
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7The number of these stop characters is then an encod-
ing of the number of chats in the window. Therefore, the
L-Char-LSTM could learn to use this #chats information, if
it is a useful feature. Also, some content has been deleted by
Twitch.tv or the channel itself due to the usage of improper
words. We use symbol ”\n” to replace such cases.
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Sports channel video portals offer an ex-
citing domain for research on multimodal,
multilingual analysis. We present meth-
ods addressing the problem of automatic
video highlight prediction based on joint
visual features and textual analysis of the
real-world audience discourse with com-
plex slang, in both English and tradi-
tional Chinese. We present a novel dataset
based on League of Legends champi-
onships recorded from North American
and Taiwanese Twitch.tv channels (will be
released for further research), and demon-
strate strong results on these using multi-
modal, character-level CNN-RNN model
architectures.
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around eSports to develop predictive models for
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online chat discourse as well as the visual record-
ings of matches themselves. ESports journal-
ists and fans create highlight videos of impor-
tant moments in matches. Using these as ground
truth, we explore automatic prediction of high-
lights via multimodal CNN+RNN models for mul-
tiple languages. Appealingly this task is natural,
as the community already produces the ground
truth and is global, allowing multilingual multi-
modal grounding.

Highlight prediction is about capturing the ex-
citing moments in a specific video (a game match
in this case), and depends on the context, the state
of play, and the players. This task of predicting
the exciting moments is hence different from sum-
marizing the entire match into a story summary.
Hence, highlight prediction can benefit from the
available real-time text commentary from fans,
which is valuable in exposing more abstract back-
ground context, that may not be accessible with
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of play, and the players. This task of predicting
the exciting moments is hence different from sum-
marizing the entire match into a story summary.
Hence, highlight prediction can benefit from the
available real-time text commentary from fans,
which is valuable in exposing more abstract back-
ground context, that may not be accessible with

[Pasunuru and Bansal EMNLP 2018] 
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Modeling Game-Based Video-Context Dialogue

Anonymous EMNLP submission

Abstract
Current dialogue systems focus more on tex-
tual and speech context knowledge and are
usually based on two speakers. Some re-
cent work has investigated static image-based
dialogue. However, several real-world hu-
man interactions also involve dynamic visual
context (similar to videos) as well as dia-
logue exchanges among multiple speakers. To
move closer towards such multimodal con-
versational skills and visually-situated appli-
cations, we introduce a new video-context,
many-speaker dialogue dataset based on live-
broadcast soccer game videos and chats from
Twitch.tv. This challenging testbed allows us
to develop visually-grounded dialogue mod-
els that should generate relevant temporal and
spatial event language from the live video,
while also being relevant to the chat his-
tory. For strong baselines, we also present
several discriminative and generative mod-
els, e.g., based on tridirectional attention
flow (TriDAF). We evaluate these models
via retrieval ranking-recall, automatic phrase-
matching metrics, as well as human evalua-
tion studies. We also present dataset analyses,
model ablations, and visualizations to under-
stand the contribution of different modalities
and model components.

1 Introduction

Dialogue systems or conversational agents which
are able to hold natural, relevant, and coherent in-
teractions with humans have been a long-standing
goal of artificial intelligence and machine learn-
ing. There has been a lot of important previ-
ous work in this field since decades (Weizenbaum,
1966; Isbell et al., 2000; Rambow et al., 2001;
Rieser et al., 2005; Georgila et al., 2006; Rieser
and Lemon, 2008; Ritter et al., 2011), includ-
ing recent work on introduction of large textual-
dialogue datasets (e.g., Lowe et al. (2015); Ser-
ban et al. (2016)) and end-to-end neural network

S1: what an offside trap 
OMEGALUL
 

S2: Lol that finish bro
 

S3: suprised you didn't 
do the extra pass
 

S4: @S10 a drunk bet? 
 

S5: @S11 thanks mate
 

S6: could have passed 
one more
 

S7: Pass that
 

S1: record now!
 

S8: !record 

S9: done a nother pass there

Figure 1: Sample example from our many-speaker,
video-context dialogue dataset, based on live soccer
game chat. The task is to predict the response (bottom-
right) using the video context (left) and the chat context
(top-right).

based models (Sordoni et al., 2015; Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Su et al., 2016; Luan et al., 2016; Li
et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017a,b).

Current dialogue tasks are usually focused on
the textual or verbal context (conversation his-
tory). In terms of multimodal dialogue, speech-
based spoken dialogue systems have been widely
explored (Eckert et al., 1997; Singh et al., 2000;
Young, 2000; Janin et al., 2003; Celikyilmaz et al.,
2017; Wen et al., 2015; Su et al., 2016; Mrkšić
et al., 2016), as well as work on gesture and hap-
tics based dialogue (Johnston et al., 2002; Cassell,
1999; Foster et al., 2008). In order to address the
additional advantage of using visually-grounded
context knowledge in dialogue, recent work intro-
duced the visual dialogue task (Das et al., 2017;
de Vries et al., 2017; Mostafazadeh et al., 2017).
However, the visual context in these tasks is lim-
ited to one static image. Moreover, the interac-
tions are between two speakers with fixed roles
(one asks questions and the other answers).

Several situations of real-world dialogue among
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...... ......

response-to-video
 attention

chat-to-video
 attention

......

video-to-chat
 attention

response-to-chat
 attention

video-to-response
 attention

chat-to-response
 attention

Figure 5: Overview of our tridirectional attention flow
(TriDAF) model with self-attention on video context,
chat context, and response as inputs.

where the summation is over all the training triples
in the dataset. M is a tunable margin hyperparam-
eter between positive and negative training triples.

4.2.2 Tridirectional Attention Flow (TriDAF)
Our tridirectional attention flow model learns
stronger joint spaces between the three modalities
in a mutual-information way. We use bidirectional
attention flow mechanisms (Seo et al., 2017) be-
tween the video and chat contexts, between the
video context and the response, as well as between
the chat context and the response, hence enabling
attention flow across all three modalities, as shown
in Fig. 5. We name this model Tridirectional At-
tention Flow or TriDAF. We will next discuss the
bidirectional attention flow mechanism between
video and chat contexts, but the same formula-
tion holds true for bidirectional attention between
video context and response, and between chat con-
text and response. Given the video context hidden
state h

v
i and chat context hidden state h

u
j at time

steps i and j respectively, the bidirectional atten-
tion mechanism is based on the similarity score:

S

(v,u)
i,j = w

T
S(v,u) [h

v
i ;h

u
j ;h

v
i � h

u
j ] (3)

where S

(v,u)
i,j is a scalar, wS(v,u) is a trainable

parameter, and � denote element-wise multi-
plication. The attention distribution from chat
context to video context is defined as ↵i: =

softmax(Si:), hence the chat-to-video context
vector c

v u
i =

P
j ↵i,jh

u
j . Similarly, the atten-

tion distribution from video context to chat con-
text is defined as �j: = softmax(S:j), hence the
video-to-chat context vector c

u v
j =

P
i �j,ih

v
i .

We then compute similar bidirectional attention
flow mechanisms between the video context and
response, and between the chat context and re-
sponse. Then, we concatenate each hidden state
and its corresponding context vector from other
two modalities, e.g., ˆhvi = [h

v
i ; c

v u
i ; c

v r
i ] for the

ith timestep of the video context. Finally, we add

self-attention mechanism (Lin et al., 2017) across
the concatenated hidden states of each of the three
modules.6 If ˆ

h

v
i is the final concatenated vector

of the video context at time step i, then the self-
attention weights ↵s for this video context are the
softmax of es:

e

s
i = V

v
a tanh(W

v
a
ˆ

h

v
i + b

v
a) (4)

where V

v
a , W v

a , and b

v
a are trainable self-attention

parameters. The final representation vector of
the full video context after self-attention is ĉ

v
=P

i ↵
s
i
ˆ

h

v
i . Similarly, the final representation vec-

tors of the chat context and the response are ĉ

u

and ĉ

r, respectively. Finally, the probability that
the given training triple (v, u, r) is positive is:

p(v, u, r; ✓) = �([ĉ

v
; ĉ

u
]

T
Wĉ

r
+ b) (5)

Again, here also we use max-margin loss (Eqn. 2).

4.3 Generative Models
4.3.1 Seq2seq with Attention
Our simpler generative model is a sequence-to-
sequence model with bilinear attention mechanism
(similar to Luong et al. (2015)). We have two en-
coders, one for encoding the video context and
another for encoding the chat context, as shown
in Fig. 6. We combine the final state informa-
tion from both encoders and give it as initial state
to the response generation decoder. The two en-
coders and the decoder are all two-layer LSTM-
RNNs. Let h

v
i and h

u
j be the hidden states of

video and chat encoders at time step i and j re-
spectively. At each time step t of the decoder with
hidden state h

r
t , the decoder attends to parts of

video and chat encoders and uses the combined
information to generate the next token. Let ↵t and
�t be the attention weight distributions for video
and chat encoders respectively with video context
vector c

v
t =

P
i ↵t,ih

v
i and chat context vector

c

u
t =

P
j �t,jh

u
j . The attention distribution for

video encoder is the defined as (and the same holds
for chat encoder):

et,i = h

r
t
T
W

v
a h

v
i ; ↵t = softmax(et) (6)

where W

v
a is a trainable parameter. Next, we con-

catenate the context information and decoder hid-
den state h

r
t and do a non-linear transformation to

get the final hidden state ˆ

h

r
t as follows:

ˆ

h

r
t = tanh(Wc[c

v
t ; c

u
t ;h

r
t ]) (7)

6In our preliminary experiments, we found that adding
self-attention is 0.92% better in recall@1 and faster than
passing the hidden states through another layer of RNN, as
done in Seo et al. (2017).
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Models r@1 r@2 r@5
BASELINES

Most-Frequent-Response 10.0 16.0 20.9
Naive Bayes 9.6 20.9 51.5
Logistic Regression 10.8 21.8 52.5
Nearest Neighbor 11.4 22.6 53.2
Chat-Response-Cosine 11.4 22.0 53.2

DISCRIMINATIVE MODEL
Dual Encoder (C) 17.1 30.3 61.9
Dual Encoder (V) 16.3 30.5 61.1
Triple Encoder (C+V) 18.1 33.6 68.5
TriDAF+Self Attn (C+V) 20.7 35.3 69.4

GENERATIVE MODEL
Seq2seq +Attn (C) 14.8 27.3 56.6
Seq2seq +Attn (V) 14.8 27.2 56.7
Seq2seq + Attn (C+V) 15.7 28.0 57.0
Seq2seq + Attn + BiDAF (C+V) 16.5 28.5 57.7

Table 3: Performance of our baselines, discriminative
models, and generative models for recall@k metrics on
our Twitch FIFA test set. C and V represent chat and
video context, respectively.

From the study, we found that human performance
on this dataset is around 55% on recall@1, demon-
strating that this is a reasonably challenging task
for humans, but also that there is a lot of scope
for future model improvements because the best-
performing model so far (see Sec. 6.3) achieves
only around 22% recall@1, and hence there is a
large 33% (dev set) gap.7

6.2 Baseline Results

Table 3 displays all our primary results. We
first discuss results of our simple non-trained and
trained baselines (see Sec. 4.1). The ‘Most-
Frequent-Response’ baseline, which just ranks the
10-sized response retrieval list based on their fre-
quency in the training data, gets only around
10% recall@1.8 Our other non-trained baselines:
‘Chat-Response-Cosine’ and ‘Nearest Neighbor’,
which ranks the candidate responses based on
(Twitch-trained RNN encoder’s vector) cosine

7The low human performance is also due to the fact that
this is a challenging recall-based evaluation, i.e., the choice
comes w.r.t. 9 tricky negative examples along with just 1 pos-
itive example. Moreover, our dataset filtering (see Sec. 3.1)
also ‘suppresses’ simple baselines and makes the task even
harder. Finally, this might be a task where an ML model can
be better than humans, esp. because humans find it challeng-
ing to carefully and patiently look for each intricate detail in
the long video and the long, many-speaker chat, in a live,
time-constrained setting, whereas the model has full low-
level features and no time limit in principle. Note that the
human evaluators were familiar with Twitch FIFA-18 video
games and also the Twitch’s unique set of chat mannerisms
and emotes.

8Note that the performance of this baseline is worse than
the random choice baseline (recall@1:10%, recall@2:20%,
recall@5:50%) because our dataset filtering process already
suppresses frequent responses (see Sec. 3.1), in order to pro-
vide a challenging dataset for the community.

Models METEOR ROUGE-L
MULTIPLE REFERENCES

Seq2seq + Atten. (C) 2.59 8.44
Seq2seq + Atten. (V) 2.66 8.34
Seq2seq + Atten. (C+V) ⌦ 3.03 8.84
⌦ + BiDAF (C+V) 3.70 9.82

Table 4: Performance of our generative models on
phrase matching metrics.

Models Relevance Fluency
Seq2seq + Atten. (C+V) wins 13.0 % 9.0 %
Bi-DAF wins 21.0 % 11.0 %
Non-distinguishable 66.0 % 80.0 %

Table 5: Human evaluation comparing the baseline and
Bi-DAF generative models.

similarity with chat-context and K-best training
contexts’ response vectors, respectively, achieves
slightly better scores. We also show that our sim-
ple trained baselines (logistic regression and near-
est neighbor) also achieve relatively low scores,
indicating that a simple, shallow model will not
work on this challenging dataset.

6.3 Discriminative Model Results

Next, we present the recall@k retrieval perfor-
mance of our various discriminative models in Ta-
ble 3: dual encoder (chat context only), dual en-
coder (video context only), triple encoder, and
TriDAF model with self-attention. Our dual en-
coder models are significantly better than random
choice and all our simple baselines above, and
further show that they have complementary in-
formation because using both of them together
(in ‘Triple Encoder’) improves the overall perfor-
mance of the model. Finally, we show that our
novel TriDAF model with self-attention performs
significantly better than the triple encoder model.9

6.4 Generative Model Results

Next, we evaluate the performance of our gener-
ative models with both retrieval-based recall@k
scores and phrase matching-based metrics as dis-
cussed in Sec. 5 (as well as human evaluation).
We first discuss the retrieval-based recall@k re-
sults in Table 3. Starting with a simple sequence-
to-sequence attention model with video only, chat
only, and both video and chat encoders, the re-
call@k scores are better than all the simple base-
lines. Moreover, using both video+chat context is
again better than using only one context modal-
ity. Finally, we show that the addition of the bidi-

9Statistical significance of p < 0.01 for recall@1, based
on the bootstrap test (Noreen, 1989; Efron and Tibshirani,
1994) with 100K samples.

[Pasunuru and Bansal EMNLP 2018] 

the given training triple (v, u, r) is positive is:

p(v, u, r; ✓) = �([ĉ

v
; ĉ

u
]

T
Wĉ

r
+ b) (5)

Again, here also we use max-margin loss (Eqn. 2).

4.3 Generative Models
4.3.1 Seq2seq with Attention
Our simpler generative model is a sequence-to-
sequence model with bilinear attention mechanism
(similar to Luong et al. (2015)). We have two en-
coders, one for encoding the video context and
another for encoding the chat context, as shown
in Fig. 7. We combine the final state informa-
tion from both encoders and give it as initial state
to the response generation decoder. The two en-
coders and the decoder are all two-layer LSTM-
RNNs. Let h

v
i and h

u
j be the hidden states of

video and chat encoders at time step i and j re-
spectively. At each time step t of the decoder with
hidden state h

r
t , the decoder attends to parts of

video and chat encoders and uses the combined
information to generate the next token. Let ↵t and
�t be the attention weight distributions for video
and chat encoders respectively with video context
vector c

v
t =

P
i ↵t,ih

v
i and chat context vector

c

u
t =

P
j �t,jh

u
j . The attention distribution for

video encoder is defined as (and the same holds
for chat encoder):

et,i = h

r
t
T
W

v
a h

v
i ; ↵t = softmax(et) (6)

where W

v
a is a trainable parameter. Next, we con-

catenate the attention-based context information
(cvt and c

u
t ) and decoder hidden state (hrt ), and do

a non-linear transformation to get the final hidden
state ˆ

h

r
t as follows:

ˆ

h

r
t = tanh(Wc[c

v
t ; c

u
t ;h

r
t ]) (7)

where Wc is again a trainable parameter. Fi-
nally, we project the final hidden state informa-
tion to vocabulary size and give it as input to a
softmax layer to get the vocabulary distribution
p(rt|r1:t�1, v, u; ✓). During training, we minimize
the cross-entropy loss defined as follows:

LXE(✓) = �
XX

t

log p(rt|r1:t�1, v, u; ✓) (8)

where the final summation is over all the training
triples in the dataset.

Further, to train a stronger generative model
with negative training examples (which teaches

chat-to-video
 attention

video-to-chat
 attention

Figure 7: Overview of our generative model with bidi-
rectional attention flow between video context and chat
context during response generation.

the model to give higher generative decoder prob-
ability to the positive response as compared to all
the negative ones), we use a max-margin loss (sim-
ilar to Eqn. 2 in Sec. 4.2.1):

LMM(✓) =
X

[max(0,M + log p(r|v0, u)� log p(r|v, u))

+ max(0,M + log p(r|v, u0
)� log p(r|v, u))

+ max(0,M + log p(r0|v, u)� log p(r|v, u))]
(9)

where the summation is over all the training triples
in the dataset. Overall, the final joint loss func-
tion is a weighted combination of cross-entropy
loss and max-margin loss: L(✓) = LXE(✓) +

�LMM(✓), where � is a tunable hyperparameter.

4.3.2 Bidirectional Attention Flow (BiDAF)
The stronger version of our generative model
extends the two-encoder-attention-decoder model
above to add bidirectional attention flow (BiDAF)
mechanism (Seo et al., 2017) between video and
chat encoders, as shown in Fig. 7. Given the hid-
den states hvi and h

u
j of video and chat encoders at

time step i and j, the final hidden states after the
BiDAF are ˆ

h

v
i = [h

v
i ; c

v u
i ] and ˆ

h

u
j = [h

u
i ; c

u v
j ]

(similar to as described in Sec. 4.2.2), respectively.
Now, the decoder attends over these final hidden
states, and the rest of the decoder process is simi-
lar to Sec 4.3.1 above, including the weighted joint
cross-entropy and max-margin loss.

5 Experimental Setup

Evaluation We first evaluate both our discrimi-
native and generative models using retrieval-based
recall@k scores, which is a concrete metric for
such dialogue generation tasks (Lowe et al., 2015).
For our discriminative models, we simply rerank
the given responses (in a candidate list of size 10,
based on 9 negative examples; more details below)



Dialog for Robotic Action Tasks 

[Tan and Bansal, AAAI 2018] 

•  Both understanding/executing and generating instructions for navigation and 
assembling/arrangement tasks, for joint human-robot collaboration/task-solving. 

[Mei, Bansal, Walter, AAAI 2016] [Daniele, Bansal, Walter, HRI 2017] 

B
Objects

Barstool
C Chair
E Easel
H Hatrack
L Lamp
S Sofa

Wall paintings
Tower
Butterfly
Fish

Floor patterns

Brick
Blue

Concrete
Flower
Grass
Gravel
Wood
Yellow

L

E

H C

S

S

E

C

B

H

L

Place your back against the wall of the “T” intersection. Go 
forward one segment to the intersection with the blue-tiled 
hall. This interesction [sic] contains a chair. Turn left. Go 
forward to the end of the hall. Turn left. Go forward one 
segment to the intersection with the wooden-floored hall. 
This intersection conatains [sic] an easel. Turn right. Go 
forward two segments to the end of the hall. Turn left. Go 
forward one segment to the intersection containing the lamp. 
Turn right. Go forward one segment to the empty corner. 

Source-Target Inference Models for Spatial Instruction Understanding

Hao Tan and Mohit Bansal
UNC Chapel Hill

{haotan, mbansal}@cs.unc.edu

Abstract

Models that can execute natural language
instructions for situated robotic tasks such
as assembly and navigation have several
useful applications in homes, offices, and
remote scenarios. We study the seman-
tics of spatially-referred configuration and
arrangement instructions, based on the
challenging blank-labeled block dataset
of Bisk et al. (2016). This task involves
finding a source block and moving it to the
target position (mentioned via a reference
block and offset), where the blocks have
no names or colors and are just referred to
via spatial location features. We present
novel models for the subtasks of source
block classification and target position
regression, based on joint-loss language
and spatial-world representation learning,
as well as CNN-based and dual atten-
tion models to compute the alignment be-
tween the world blocks and the instruction
phrases. For target position prediction, we
compare two inference approaches: an-
nealed sampling via policy gradient ver-
sus expectation inference via supervised
regression. Our models achieve the new
state-of-the-art on this task, with an im-
provement of 47% on source block accu-
racy and 22% on target position distance.

1 Introduction

The task of robotic instruction execution involves
developing models that can understand the seman-
tics of free-form natural language instructions and
execute them as a sequence of actions. Such mod-
els have several useful applications in the domain
of navigation, manipulation, and assembly, and in
the scenarios of homes, offices, warehouses, esp.

Figure 1: An example of the configuration instruc-
tion understanding task (based on blank-labeled
blocks). Our model is able to correctly predict the
source block and the target position in this case.

in remote settings. In this paper, we address the
task of executing assembly-style configuration (ar-
rangement) instructions, where the goal is to pre-
dict the spatially-referred source block and then
move it to the target position, which in turn is re-
ferred to in terms of a reference block and an offset
to it (again only using spatial features; see Fig. 1).
Our task is an idealization of the general assembly
problem, while still involving similar challenges
and features, as well as requiring solutions that
can be extended to other robotic instruction prob-
lems such as those for navigation and manipula-
tion (e.g., instruction-world alignment with spatial
references, sampling with rewards, and joint rep-
resentation learning across subtasks).

Models that can understand the semantics of
block selection and moving instructions (and the
involved referring expressions) have been a topic
of study since the 1970s, e.g., the SHRDLU sys-
tem (Winograd, 1972). We focus on the recent
block-arrangement instructions dataset (its ‘much
more challenging’ blank-labeled version) by Bisk
et al. (2016), which is important and challenging
because of several reasons. First, their instructions
are free-form and substantially diverse in language
vocabulary and structure, making it hard for a for-
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Human-Personality Response Generation 

Emotions and Style: Polite, 
Happy vs Sad/Sympathetic 

[Niu and Bansal, TACL 2018] [Chandrasekaran, Parikh, Bansal, NAACL 2018] 

Witty, Humorous, 
Sarcastic 

Convincing, Trustworthy, 
Effective, Engaging 

Classify User’s Emotion & 
Respond w/ Approp. Emotion 



Polite Dialog Response Generation 

[Niu and Bansal, TACL 2018] 

Strategy Politeness In top quartile Example

1. Gratitude 0.87*** 78%*** I really appreciate that you’ve done them.
2. Deference 0.78*** 70%*** Nice work so far on your rewrite.
3. Greeting 0.43*** 45%*** Hey, I just tried to . . .
4. Positive lexicon 0.12*** 32%*** Wow! / This is a great way to deal. . .
5. Negative lexicon -0.13*** 22%** If you’re going to accuse me . . .

6. Apologizing 0.36*** 53%*** Sorry to bother you . . .

7. Please 0.49*** 57%*** Could you please say more. . .
8. Please start �0.30* 22% Please do not remove warnings . . .

9. Indirect (btw) 0.63*** 58%** By the way, where did you find . . .
10. Direct question �0.27*** 15%*** What is your native language?
11. Direct start �0.43*** 9%*** So can you retrieve it or not?

12. Counterfactual modal 0.47*** 52%*** Could/Would you . . .
13. Indicative modal 0.09 27% Can/Will you . . .

14. 1st person start 0.12*** 29%** I have just put the article . . .
15. 1st person pl. 0.08* 27% Could we find a less complex name . . .
16. 1st person 0.08*** 28%*** It is my view that ...
17. 2nd person 0.05*** 30%*** But what’s the good source you have in mind?
18. 2nd person start �0.30*** 17%** You’ve reverted yourself . . .

19. Hedges 0.14*** 28% I suggest we start with . . .
20. Factuality �0.38*** 13%*** In fact you did link, . . .

Table 3: Positive (1-5) and negative (6–20) politeness strategies and their relation to human perception of
politeness. For each strategy we show the average (human annotated) politeness scores for the requests
exhibiting that strategy (compare with 0 for a random sample of requests; a positive number indicates
the strategy is perceived as being polite), as well as the percentage of requests exhibiting the respective
strategy that fall in the top quartile of politeness scores (compare with 25% for a random sample of
requests). Throughout the paper: for politeness scores, statistical significance is calculated by comparing
the set of requests exhibiting the strategy with the rest using a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U test; for top
quartile membership a binomial test is used.

amounts of new data on a scale unfeasible for hu-
man annotation, it can also enable a detailed anal-
ysis of the relation between politeness and social
factors (Section 5).

Task setup To evaluate the robustness and
domain-independence of the analysis from Sec-
tion 3, we run our prediction experiments on two
very different domains. We treat Wikipedia as a
“development domain” since we used it for de-
veloping and identifying features and for training
our models. Stack Exchange is our “test domain”
since it was not used for identifying features. We
take the model (features and weights) trained on
Wikipedia and use them to classify requests from
Stack Exchange.

We consider two classes of requests: polite
and impolite, defined as the top and, respectively,
bottom quartile of requests when sorted by their
politeness score (based on the binary notion of
politeness discussed in Section 2). The classes
are therefore balanced, with each class consisting
of 1,089 requests for the Wikipedia domain and
1,651 requests for the Stack Exchange domain.

We compare two classifiers — a bag of words
classifier (BOW) and a linguistically informed
classifier (Ling.) — and use human labelers as a
reference point. The BOW classifier is an SVM
using a unigram feature representation.6 We con-
sider this to be a strong baseline for this new

6Unigrams appearing less than 10 times are excluded.
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•  Our CNN and LSTM-CNN models perform significantly 

better than featurized SVM-style models 

•  We used activation clustering techniques to re-discover 
and extend existing politeness strategies (features) from 
psycholinguists: 

•  Deference 
•  Direct Question 
•  Gratitude 
•  Counterfactual Modal 

•  We even discover novel politeness strategies: 
•  Indefinite pronouns 
•  Emotives / punctuation 

2.3 Politeness Studies

Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) created the
Stanford Politeness Corpus and trained an SVM
classifier using a list of useful linguistic features
based on strategies from Brown and Levinson’s
theory of politeness (Brown and Levinson, 1987).
Aubakirova and Bansal (2016) recently took an end-
to-end neural approach to this politeness classifi-
cation task by training a CNN model that directly
learns to identify polite requests without using any
hand-engineered features, while still improving on
prediction accuracy. They also visualized what fea-
tures the CNN model was learning and discovered
some new features along the way. Our classifier
mainly extends their work by adding a bi-directional
LSTM layer (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;
Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) before the CNN layer to
capture long-distance relationships in the sentence,
which leads to higher cross-domain performance.

A related early work in personality-based dia-
logue is Mairesse and Walker (2007), who study in-
trovert/extrovert personality language based on tem-
plated content and sentence planning (via personal-
ity dimensions such as hedges, tag questions, nega-
tions, subject implicitness, etc.). Relatedly, Sennrich
et al. (2016a) use an English to German translation
task to present a model that can generate target se-
quences that are either formal or informal, specif-
ically based on honorifics-related verbs and pro-
nouns. Our task is more general, taking into ac-
count several politeness-related paralinguistic fea-
tures of Brown and Levinson (1987) and allowing
end-to-end trainable stylistic dialogue generation
with a polite-to-rude spectrum (based on a politeness
classifier, without relying on parallel data). More-
over, our approaches allow simply replacing the po-
liteness classifier with any other emotion or person-
ality based language classifier to generate stylistic
dialogue for that new style dimension.

3 Politeness Classification Model

In order to develop an accurate politeness classifier
for effective use in stylistic dialogue response gener-
ation, we extend and improve upon the state-of-the-
art CNN model of Aubakirova and Bansal (2016),
and propose a bi-directional LSTM followed by a
convolutional layer (see Figure 1), in order to both

S1 S2 S3 S4

embedding

Convolution layer

polite rude

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

concat concat concat concat

Softmax

Max-pooling

Figure 1: Our LSTM-CNN politeness classifier.

capture long-distance relationships in the sentence
as well as windowed filter based features. For a
sentence v1:n (where each token vi is a d-dim word
embedding vector), the LSTM layer first produces
hidden states h1:n (where ht is the concatenation
of forward and backward hidden states at time step
t). A filter m is then applied on a window of u

hidden states. This produces a convolution feature
ci = f(m ⇤ vi:i+u�1 + b), where f is a non-linear
function and b is a bias term. Every feature map
c 2 Rn�u+1 is applied to each window, so that
c = [c1, ..., cn�u+1]. The output of the convolu-
tional layer is then fed to a max-pooling layer (Col-
lobert et al., 2011) which gives C = max{c} for
the filter. Filters of various sizes are used to ob-
tain multiple features. The result is then passed to
a fully-connected softmax layer that outputs proba-
bilities over two labels, namely Polite and Rude.

Our classification model achieves compara-
ble in-domain accuracy and improved cross-
domain accuracy over the state-of-the-art results
reported in Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013)
and Aubakirova and Bansal (2016). We will discuss
these results in detail in Section 6.

4 Polite-Style Dialogue Models

In this section, we first describe our base dialogue
model, i.e., the core (backbone) dialogue architec-
ture upon which the three proposed politeness mod-
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Figure 2: Fusion model: the output probability distribu-
tions of the decoder and the polite-LM are linearly mixed
to generate the final decoded outputs.

els are built, and then present these three models that
can generate polite dialogue responses. As a paral-
lel investigation on the performance of our proposed
models, we also employ two retrieval-based polite
dialogue models toward the end.

4.1 Base Seq2seq Dialogue Model
Our base dialogue model is a simple sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2seq) model that consists of a two-
layer bi-directional LSTM-RNN encoder to encode
the conversation history turns, and a four-layer
LSTM-RNN decoder to generate the response. Ad-
ditive attention from the output of the encoder is ap-
plied to the last layer of the decoder. This archi-
tecture is almost identical to that proposed by Bah-
danau et al. (2015), except with more layers (simi-
lar to Shao et al. (2017)). Our base dialogue model
achieves perplexity and word error rate results on
par with those reported for the popular hierarchical
HRED models in Serban et al. (2016), thus serving
as a good base model to incorporate style into. De-
tails will be discussed in Section 6.

4.2 Fusion Model
Inspired by the ‘late fusion’ approach in Venu-
gopalan et al. (2016), our Fusion model (Fig. 2)
combines the response generation decoder of the
base Seq2seq dialogue model with a language model
(polite-LM) trained exclusively on polite utterances.
These utterances are chosen by feeding to the clas-
sifier all response utterances in the MovieTriples
training set, and only keeping those with politeness
scores great than a certain threshold (set to 0.8 in our
experiments, as will be discussed in Section 4.5).
The polite-LM model is a two-layer LSTM-RNN
based on Jozefowicz et al. (2016).

During inference time, we used the language

Figure 3: Label-Fine-Tuning model: during training, the
embedding of the prepended label is scaled by the style
classifier’s continuous score on the ground-truth (target)
sequence. During testing, we scale the embedding of the
label by the desired (continuous) politeness score of the
generated response.

model to re-score the final output of the Seq2seq
decoder (for each time step) by computing a lin-
ear combination of the output vocabulary distribu-
tions proposed by the Seq2seq model and polite-
LM. Specifically, let pS2S

t and p

LM
t denote the output

probability distributions proposed by the Seq2seq
model and the LM model at time t, respectively. The
final ‘fused’ distribution pt for that time step is:

pt = ↵ p

S2S
t + (1� ↵) p

LM
t (1)

where the fusion ratio ↵ is a hyperparameter that in-
dicates how much Seq2seq output will influence the
final output.

4.3 Label-Fine-Tuning Model
There are at least two drawbacks of the Fusion
model. First, half of its output is determined by a po-
lite language model that has not attended to the con-
versation context, making the response more likely
to be irrelevant. Second, the model does not learn
politeness during training, but is forced to be polite
only during inference time. To address these two is-
sues, we present our label-fine-tuning (LFT) model,
which prepends a predicted continuous style label at
the beginning of each input sentence to specify the
intended politeness level.

Specifically, we add to the vocabulary a single po-
liteness label and attach with it a trainable word em-
bedding, just like what we would do to a normal to-
ken. Then, the way we make it continuous is by scal-
ing its embedding vector with the (intended) polite-
ness score of the target sequence. During training,
this score is obtained by feeding the ground-truth
target sequence (response) to the politeness classi-
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to generate the final decoded outputs.

els are built, and then present these three models that
can generate polite dialogue responses. As a paral-
lel investigation on the performance of our proposed
models, we also employ two retrieval-based polite
dialogue models toward the end.

4.1 Base Seq2seq Dialogue Model
Our base dialogue model is a simple sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2seq) model that consists of a two-
layer bi-directional LSTM-RNN encoder to encode
the conversation history turns, and a four-layer
LSTM-RNN decoder to generate the response. Ad-
ditive attention from the output of the encoder is ap-
plied to the last layer of the decoder. This archi-
tecture is almost identical to that proposed by Bah-
danau et al. (2015), except with more layers (simi-
lar to Shao et al. (2017)). Our base dialogue model
achieves perplexity and word error rate results on
par with those reported for the popular hierarchical
HRED models in Serban et al. (2016), thus serving
as a good base model to incorporate style into. De-
tails will be discussed in Section 6.

4.2 Fusion Model
Inspired by the ‘late fusion’ approach in Venu-
gopalan et al. (2016), our Fusion model (Fig. 2)
combines the response generation decoder of the
base Seq2seq dialogue model with a language model
(polite-LM) trained exclusively on polite utterances.
These utterances are chosen by feeding to the clas-
sifier all response utterances in the MovieTriples
training set, and only keeping those with politeness
scores great than a certain threshold (set to 0.8 in our
experiments, as will be discussed in Section 4.5).
The polite-LM model is a two-layer LSTM-RNN
based on Jozefowicz et al. (2016).

During inference time, we used the language
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Figure 3: Label-Fine-Tuning model: during training, the
embedding of the prepended label is scaled by the style
classifier’s continuous score on the ground-truth (target)
sequence. During testing, we scale the embedding of the
label by the desired (continuous) politeness score of the
generated response.

model to re-score the final output of the Seq2seq
decoder (for each time step) by computing a lin-
ear combination of the output vocabulary distribu-
tions proposed by the Seq2seq model and polite-
LM. Specifically, let pS2S

t and p

LM
t denote the output

probability distributions proposed by the Seq2seq
model and the LM model at time t, respectively. The
final ‘fused’ distribution pt for that time step is:
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t (1)

where the fusion ratio ↵ is a hyperparameter that in-
dicates how much Seq2seq output will influence the
final output.

4.3 Label-Fine-Tuning Model
There are at least two drawbacks of the Fusion
model. First, half of its output is determined by a po-
lite language model that has not attended to the con-
versation context, making the response more likely
to be irrelevant. Second, the model does not learn
politeness during training, but is forced to be polite
only during inference time. To address these two is-
sues, we present our label-fine-tuning (LFT) model,
which prepends a predicted continuous style label at
the beginning of each input sentence to specify the
intended politeness level.

Specifically, we add to the vocabulary a single po-
liteness label and attach with it a trainable word em-
bedding, just like what we would do to a normal to-
ken. Then, the way we make it continuous is by scal-
ing its embedding vector with the (intended) polite-
ness score of the target sequence. During training,
this score is obtained by feeding the ground-truth
target sequence (response) to the politeness classi-
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Figure 4: Polite-RL model: upper-right shows max-likelihood (ML) training with generated and ground-truth target
sequences; lower-right shows RL training with a randomly sampled response generated by the model and the reward
it generates after getting fed into the style classifier. Note that the attention mechanism is not shown here for clarity.

fier (see Figure 3), while during test time, we are
free to scale the prepended politeness label with dif-
ferent scores of our choice (i.e., when we want the
model to generate a polite response, we scale the
label’s embedding by a score between 0.5 and 1.0,
while to generate a rude response, we scale the em-
bedding by a score between 0.0 and 0.5). This ap-
proach is related to the ‘numerically-grounded’ lan-
guage model (Spithourakis et al., 2016), except that
we scale the politeness label embedding by its corre-
sponding politeness score, rather than concatenating
the two as input to the LSTM.3

Thus, the LFT model is able to simultaneously
produce polite, neutral and rude responses depend-
ing on the prepended label, similar to recent multi-
label, multi-space, and zero-shot machine trans-
lation work using language identity or style la-
bels (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Johnson et al., 2017;
Ghosh et al., 2017). Intuitively, this prepended label
serves as the prior for the intended style of the gen-
erated response sequence, while the source utterance
serves as the prior for the content of the generated
sequence. In other words, the label and the source
sentence cooperatively determine what the overall
response looks like.4

3Although we trained the politeness classifier to be binary,
its outputs are probabilities ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. This allows
us to interpret the outputs as continuous politeness scores.

4Note that the position of the label did not affect the results
much (e.g., Sennrich et al. (2016a) appended the label at the
end of the input sequence). Moreover, our models use a bidi-
rectional encoder, which does not distinguish between the be-
ginning and end of the source sequence.

4.4 Polite Reinforcement Learning Model
The LFT model incorporates style more directly into
its training procedure than the fusion model, but it
still does not fully exploit the value of the style clas-
sifier since it only supervises the dialogue model
once by initially classifying the style of all the tar-
get sequences in the training set. Ideally we would
want the classifier to constantly monitor and influ-
ence what style the model produces. Moreover,
many contexts do not naturally elicit a polite re-
sponse,5 in which case we do not want to force
the model to generate an utterance that matches the
target politeness score, but rather to ask the model
to generate as polite and natural a response as it
could. These limitations motivate us to propose the
third model: Polite Reinforcement Learning model
(Polite-RL), where the style classifier regularly up-
dates the model parameters (via sampling-based pol-
icy gradient) with continuous-spectrum rewards that
encourage decoder-generated response samples to
be polite and discourage them from being rude.

Following work from Paulus et al. (2018), our loss
function consists of two terms. The first term is the
traditional maximum likelihood loss (LML), which
we refer to as the teacher forcing part. The other
one is the reinforcement learning loss (LRL) based on
politeness scores, which we refer to as the reinforce
part. The total loss L then takes the form:

L = LML + � LRL (2)
5For example, it is hard to be polite in answering ques-

tions like “What’s your name?” (The most “legitimate” answer
would be “My name is XX.”, rather than “Thanks for asking!
My humble name is XX if you would allow me to say so.”)
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Avg. Politeness

Polite-LFT 3.83
Neutral-LFT 3.05
Rude-LFT 2.71

Table 4: MTurk human evaluation results on politeness
level of 3 LFT models, prepended with Polite, Neutral or
Rude label, resp.

Politeness Score Avg. BLEU-4
Seq2seq 0.49 0.0105
Fusion 0.61 0.0078
LFT 0.68 0.0100
Polite-RL 0.61 0.0094

Table 5: Automatic metrics: avg. politeness and BLEU-4
scores for the Seq2seq and three proposed models. Also,
the politeness score of Neutral-LFT and Rude-LFT are
0.47, 0.37, resp.

nificance of p < 0.01).9

Automatic Metric Evaluation As discussed in
Sec. 5.2, we also use some automatic evaluation
metrics to complement and verify the MTurk human
study results. In Table 5, we present the average po-
liteness classifier and BLEU-4 scores of responses
from each model as a sanity check. It again shows
that without politeness training, the base dialogue
model produces neutral responses on average (0.49
score), while all three proposed models improve on
politeness score. Also, the BLEU scores show, simi-
lar to the human study results in Table 3, that the Fu-
sion model sacrifices the most dialog quality to be-
come more polite, whereas the LFT and RL models
maintain comparable quality with improved polite-
ness. Moreover, the politeness score of Neutral-LFT
and Rude-LFT are 0.47, 0.37, respectively, which
verifies the 3-way LFT human results in Table 4.

7 Analysis

7.1 Analysis of Politeness Classifier
We start our analysis by providing qualitative ex-
amples of how well our politeness classifier per-

9Note that Polite-LFT model scored much higher in this
study than in comparisons among the four models (in Table 3),
probably because here the Polite-LFT generated responses are
juxtaposed with very rude utterances from Rude-LFT, while
in the four-way comparison, they are displayed along with re-
sponses generated by one neutral and two polite models.

Target Sequence Score
Polite Examples

well , thanks . that ’s . i appreciate that . 0.99
hnumi , hnumi of them in los angeles . i checked .
nice work , though .

0.98

nah . i have curfew . he starts to walk away , then
stops . quincy oh , by the way . congratulations .

0.97

thank you , ma’am . um , may i ask what this is
regarding ?

0.91

hi , hpersoni . how are you ? 0.89
i know . amazing . 0.89

Rude Examples
you really should pay more attention to what you
read , hpersoni .

0.11

they were in a car accident . 0.10
you calling more of your stupid friends again ? ya
prick .

0.05

are you a bad boy ? 0.05
then she ’s a liar . 0.04
excuse me , does that flask belong to this man ? 0.03
oh , well , excuse me all to hell . 0.02

Table 6: Analysis of politeness classifier: sampled re-
sponses from MovieTriples dialogue corpus (without
cherry-picking) and their politeness score. The double
line separates polite and rude classified responses.

forms on the target sequences from MovieTriples
train dataset. This is important to check because
the classifier is trained on Wikipedia (Wiki) admin
request messages, and while our LSTM-CNN per-
forms better on cross-domain StackExchange (SE)
data, the dialogue MovieTriples corpus is still quite
different and diverse in domain from both Wiki and
SE. Hence, it is important to have a reasonably accu-
rate politeness classifier such that it can provide use-
ful labels and rewards for our polite-dialogue mod-
els. Table 6 presents some random (non-cherry-
picked) responses from MovieTriples, and their po-
liteness classifier scores. We can see that the classi-
fier provides a reasonably correct score a majority of
the time, capturing several psycholinguistic strate-
gies mentioned in Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
(2013), e.g., positive ones such as gratitude, defer-
ence, greeting, positive lexicon, indirection, indica-
tive modal, and negative ones such as negative lex-
icon, direct question, direct start, 2nd person start.
However, it does occasionally give strongly polite
or rude scores to some mild or neutral responses,
e.g., “they were in a car accident”, showing scope
for classifier improvements.

Model PPL PPL@L WER WER@L
RNN 27.09 26.67 64.10 64.07
HRED 27.14 26.60 64.10 64.03
HRED-Bidir. 26.81 26.31 63.93 63.91
Seq2seq 25.96 25.85 64.27 64.25

Table 2: PPL, WER results computed on {U1, U2, U3}
and PPL@L, WER@L computed on {U3} conditioned
on {U1, U2}. Lower is better for all metrics. Top results
are boldfaced.

important because we need a cross-domain-accurate
style classifier so that it can effectively stylize re-
sponses in diverse dialogue corpora domains such
as MovieTriples.

6.2 Base Dialogue Model Results
Next, in Table 2, we show that our starting point,
base dialogue model is comparable in quality to a
popular, representative previous model of Serban et
al. (2016), trained on the same corpora with sim-
ilar model architectures. We use their Perplexity
(PPL) and Word Error Rate (WER) metrics. In or-
der to have a meaningful perplexity (i.e., the prob-
ability of regenerating a reference response) com-
parison between two language generation models,
they should have the same vocabulary set. Since
the vocabulary of our politeness dialogue models is
a combination of vocabulary sets drawn from the
MovieTriples and Stanford Politeness corpora, for
fair comparison in this section, we separately train a
base Seq2seq model following exactly the vocabu-
lary (10, 000 most frequent tokens, plus an UNK for
the rest) and preprocessing protocols from Serban et
al. (2016). We bootstrapped the model with 4 epochs
on the SubTle corpus (see Sec. 5.3), and then trained
on MovieTriples till there was no improvement on
perplexity for the validation set. The comparison
for this base model with their hierarchical-encoder
HRED models is presented in Table 2. As shown,
we get comparable results overall on all metrics, and
hence we have a good starting-point dialogue model
to next add politeness to via three approaches.

6.3 Stylistic Dialogue Model Results
Primary Human Evaluation Results In this sec-
tion, we present our primary human evaluation
(MTurk) results on both politeness level and dia-
logue quality (context-relevance) of the generated
response, based on two annotators and a 300-sized

Politeness Quality Difference
Retrieval 3.57 3.15 0.42
Generic-10 3.66 2.99 0.67
Seq2seq 3.11 3.42 0.31
Fusion 3.23 3.05 0.18
LFT 3.63 3.39 0.24
Polite-RL 3.50 3.54 0.04

Table 3: MTurk human evaluation results on politeness
level and dialogue quality (as well as the absolute value
difference between the two, to show balance) of the Re-
trieval Models, Seq2seq and the three proposed genera-
tive models (avg. of two annotators is shown here). Top
results are boldfaced.

test sample. Table 3 shows the annotator-average
scores for each of these two metrics and their ab-
solute difference, based on our Likert scales of 1 to
5 (see Sec. 5.2). We can first see that all three of
our stylistic generative models improve on polite-
ness compared to the Seq2seq base model. How-
ever, the Fusion model’s politeness gain is not sta-
tistically significant,15 and moreover it achieves this
minor politeness level improvement at the cost of
significantly compromising dialogue quality (be-
cause its output is half-determined by a standalone
politeness-trained LM that ignores context).

Next, we see that the LFT model is the most po-
lite (stat. significance of p < 0.01 over the Seq2seq
model), and also has dialogue quality close (statisti-
cally equal) to that of Seq2seq. Our final Polite-RL
model wins over Seq2seq on politeness (stat. sig-
nificance of p < 0.01) as well as achieves a small
improvement in dialogue quality (though not at stat.
significance level; but it is stat. significantly bet-
ter in quality than Retrieval, Generic-10 and Fu-
sion.). Moreover, the politeness levels of the LFT
and Polite-RL models are statistically equal. There-
fore, both models, with their training depth and mul-
titasking trade-offs (see Sec. 4), can produce strong
levels of stylistic content, without harming context-
relevance.

Lastly, we can also see that our two retrieval-
based models are both very polite (but not stat. sig-
nificantly better over LFT); and as expected, they
both have dialogue quality lower than Seq2seq,
Polite-RL and LFT (stat. significance of p < 0.01).

15We test stat. significance via the bootstrap test (Noreen,
1989; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) with 100K samples.
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Figure 5: Saliency heatmaps of the classifier’s attention
(reward for sampled responses in Polite-RL model).

such as gratitude, deference, greeting, positive lexi-
con, indirection, indicative modal, and negative ones
such as negative lexicon, direct question, direct start,
2nd person start. However, it does occasionally give
strongly polite or rude scores to some mild or neu-
tral responses, e.g., “they were in a car accident”,
showing scope for classifier improvements.

7.2 Output Examples of Stylistic Dialogue
Next, we show some output examples of our polite
dialogue models w.r.t. the base Seq2seq model as
well as the retrieval-based models. We use these ex-
amples to demonstrate the politeness strategies our
proposed generative models have learned (in Ta-
ble 7). In the first example, our stylistic models
use politeness strategies such as indirection, pos-
itive lexicon and counterfactual modal (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013). This example also
illustrates the behavior of the Retrieval model, i.e.,
most of the time it just outputs an utterance that has
word overlap with but totally irrelevant to the con-
text. Thus although all its retrieved responses have
oracle-level fluency and grammaticality, its average
dialogue quality score in the human evaluation is
still not as good as that of Seq2seq.

In the second example, Fusion uses indirection,
while LFT is being polite even when disagreeing
with the abusive language from Y . This example
also shows that Generic-10, due to its limited space
for retrieval, oftentimes fails to provide a relevant
answer, although it is the most polite one since its
candidate responses are manually picked. In the
third example, Fusion and LFT both use positive lex-
icon, and RL makes a compliment. In the fourth ex-
ample, each of the three proposed models uses pos-
itive lexicon. It is worth noting that in the last ex-
ample, while LFT and Polite-RL seem to provide a
relevant compliment, they are actually compliment-

ing the wrong person. This kind of issue motivates
us toward creating persona-based (Li et al., 2016c)
politeness models for future work.

7.3 Visualization of Polite-RL Reward
Using derivative saliency (Simonyan et al., 2013; Li
et al., 2016a; Aubakirova and Bansal, 2016), we also
visualize how much each token in the sampled re-
sponse contributes to the classifier’s reward during
Polite-RL model’s training. Fig. 5 shows three such
heatmaps that correspond to the magnitudes of the
derivative in absolute value with respect to each di-
mension. The figures clearly show that the classifier
has learned to identify multiple politeness strategies,
e.g., “smart” (deference), “sir” (polite address), and
the two “sorry”s (apologizing).

8 Conclusion and Future Work
We first presented three diverse generative mod-
els that can generate rich polite-to-rude spectrum
dialogue responses (based on the politeness theo-
ries by Brown and Levinson (1987)), without us-
ing any parallel data (which is usually assumed for
tasks such as machine translation) and only relying
on a style classifier. Via multiple human evalua-
tion studies and automatic metrics, we demonstrated
that all three models generate more polite responses
(displaying several politeness strategies discussed in
previous psycholinguistic works), while LFT and
Polite-RL are able to do so without losing dialogue
quality, as opposed to the Fusion model as well as
the two retrieval-based models.

In future work, there is still much room for im-
provement on the politeness as well as dialogue
quality side, and one could employ more recent, ad-
vanced models such as variational, adversarial, and
decoder-regulation techniques.

Though we focused on politeness for the scope of
this paper, our models can be easily generalized to
other emotion and personality styles (only relying
on a style classifier), hopefully contributing towards
the valuable paradigm of human-like and engaging
intelligent tutors and personal assistants. In future
work, our polite-RL model could also be extended to
stylistic task-based dialogue generation, where both
content preservation and style transfer are needed,
potentially by disentangling politeness and content
of the generated response and then only feeding the

[Niu and Bansal, TACL 2018] 



Polite Dialog Response Generation 
Politeness Score BLEU-4

Retrieval 0.88 0.59
Generic-10 0.93 0.03
Seq2seq 0.49 1.05
Fusion 0.61 0.78
LFT 0.72 1.02
Polite-RL 0.61 0.94

Table 5: Automatic metrics: avg. politeness and BLEU-4
scores for the two Retrieval models, Seq2seq and three
proposed models. Also, the politeness score of Neutral-
LFT and Rude-LFT are 0.48, 0.25, resp. Top results are
boldfaced.

Target Sequence Score
Polite Examples

well , thanks . that ’s . i appreciate that . 0.99
hnumi , hnumi of them in los angeles . i checked .
nice work , though .

0.98

nah . i have curfew . he starts to walk away , then
stops . quincy oh , by the way . congratulations .

0.97

thank you , ma’am . um , may i ask what this is
regarding ?

0.91

hi , hpersoni . how are you ? 0.89
i know . amazing . 0.89

Rude Examples
you really should pay more attention to what you
read , hpersoni .

0.11

they were in a car accident . 0.10
you calling more of your stupid friends again ? ya
prick .

0.05

are you a bad boy ? 0.05
then she ’s a liar . 0.04
excuse me , does that flask belong to this man ? 0.03
oh , well , excuse me all to hell . 0.02

Table 6: Analysis of politeness classifier: sampled re-
sponses from MovieTriples dialogue corpus (without
cherry-picking) and their politeness score. The double
line separates polite and rude classified responses.

over the base model (Seq2seq). For the retrieval
models, we again see that their politeness levels are
better than LFT and RL models, but with a corre-
sponding loss in dialogue quality.

7 Analysis

7.1 Analysis of Politeness Classifier
We start our analysis by providing qualitative exam-
ples of how well our politeness classifier performs
on the target sequences from MovieTriples train
dataset. This is important to check because the clas-
sifier is trained on Wikipedia (Wiki) admin request
messages, and while our LSTM-CNN performs bet-
ter on cross-domain StackExchange (SE) data, the

Input X: for what ?
Y: for forcing me to face my life honestly
for the first time .

Retrieval X: what ’s the c . w . for ?
Generic-10 X: thanks for the answer .
S2S X: that ’s not true .
Fusion X: i do n’t know . I mean , it ’s just a feeling

, but that ’s not what i ’m saying .
LFT X: you ’ll be fine .
RL X: i wish i could .

Input X: no, but i wanted to.
Y: are you a total lying , scumsucking pig ,
hpersoni ?

Retrieval X: so hpersoni , what did it total out at ?
Generic-10 X: no problem .
S2S X: oh , that ’s ridiculous .
Fusion X: well , you ’re not a little funny .
LFT X: i do n’t think so , sir .
RL X: you ’re hurting me !

Input X: you ’re sweet to say so .
Y: pretty song .

Retrieval X: is there a song you do n’t know ?
Generic-10 X: can you clarify ?
S2S X: hpersoni , i know .
Fusion X: you ’re a good man .
LFT X: i love this song .
RL X: you sound like a goddess .

Input X: i find it hard to believe myself .
Y: his lips , unused as they are to such a
contortion , twisted and stretched . into a
smile .

Retrieval X: thank you . and always smile .
Generic-10 X: nice .
S2S X: how can you be so sure ?
Fusion X: you ’re a good man , mr .
LFT X: your lips are well .
RL X: your lips are so beautiful .

Table 7: Output dialogue response examples by Retrieval,
Generic-10, Seq2seq (denoted as S2S) and the 3 genera-
tive polite models Fusion, LFT, and RL (shows conversa-
tion history turns of X and Y, and then the generated 3rd
turn response by X).

MovieTriples dialogue corpus is still quite differ-
ent and diverse in domain from both Wiki and SE.
Hence, it is important to have a reasonably accurate
politeness classifier such that it can provide useful
labels and rewards for our polite-dialogue models.
Table 6 presents some randomly-selected (i.e., non-
cherry-picked) responses from MovieTriples and
their politeness classifier scores. We can see that
the classifier provides a reasonably correct score a
majority of the time, capturing several psycholin-
guistic politeness strategies mentioned in Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013), e.g., positive ones
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sifier is trained on Wikipedia (Wiki) admin request
messages, and while our LSTM-CNN performs bet-
ter on cross-domain StackExchange (SE) data, the
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Fusion X: you ’re a good man .
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RL X: you sound like a goddess .
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Y: his lips , unused as they are to such a
contortion , twisted and stretched . into a
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Fusion X: you ’re a good man , mr .
LFT X: your lips are well .
RL X: your lips are so beautiful .

Table 7: Output dialogue response examples by Retrieval,
Generic-10, Seq2seq (denoted as S2S) and the 3 genera-
tive polite models Fusion, LFT, and RL (shows conversa-
tion history turns of X and Y, and then the generated 3rd
turn response by X).

MovieTriples dialogue corpus is still quite differ-
ent and diverse in domain from both Wiki and SE.
Hence, it is important to have a reasonably accurate
politeness classifier such that it can provide useful
labels and rewards for our polite-dialogue models.
Table 6 presents some randomly-selected (i.e., non-
cherry-picked) responses from MovieTriples and
their politeness classifier scores. We can see that
the classifier provides a reasonably correct score a
majority of the time, capturing several psycholin-
guistic politeness strategies mentioned in Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013), e.g., positive ones
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Adversarial Dialog: User-Error Robustness 

•  “Should-Not-Change” Over-Sensitivity Strategies: 
•  Random Swap 
•  Stopword Dropout 
•  Data-level Paraphrasing 
•  Generative-level Paraphrasing 
•  Grammar Errors 

•  “Should-Change” Over-Stability Strategies: 
•  Add Negation 
•  Antonym 
•  Random Inputs 
•  Random Inputs with Preserved Entities 
•  Confusing Entity 

•  Tasks/Datasets: Ubuntu (Activity/Entity F1, Human Eval), CoCoA (Completion Rate) 

•  Models: VHRED, Reranking-RL, DynoNet 
[Niu and Bansal, CoNLL 2018] 

•  Robustness to real-world noise (e.g., user errors) and subtle but important markers! 
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Strategy Name N-train + A-test A-train + A-test A-train + N-test N-train + N-test
Normal Input - - - 5.94, 3.52
Random Swap 6.10, 3.42 6.47, 3.64 6.42, 3.74 -
Stopword Dropout 5.49, 3.44 6.23, 3.82 6.29, 3.71 -
Data-Level Para. 5.38, 3.18 6.39, 3.83 6.32, 3.87 -
Generative-Level Para. 4.25, 2.48 5.89, 3.60 6.11, 3.66 -
Grammar Errors 5.60, 3.09 5.93, 3.67 6.05, 3.69 -
All Should-Not-Change - - 6.74, 3.97 -
Add Negation 6.06, 3.42 5.01, 3.12 6.07, 3.46 -
Antonym 5.85, 3.56 5.43, 3.43 5.98, 3.56 -

Table 2: Activity and Entity F1 results of adversarial strategies on the VHRED model.

least one of the F1’s decreases statistically signif-
icantly9 as compared to the same model fed with
normal inputs. Next, all adversarial trainings on
Should-Not-Change strategies not only make the
model more robust to adversarial inputs (each A-
train + A-test F1 is stat. significantly higher than
that of N-train + A-test) , but also make them per-
form better on normal inputs (each A-train + N-
test F1 is stat. significantly higher than that of N-
train + N-test, except for Grammar Errors’s Ac-
tivity F1). Motivated by the success in adversar-
ial training on each strategy alone, we also exper-
imented with training on all Should-Not-Change
strategies combined, and obtained F1’s stat. sig-
nificantly higher than any single strategy (the All
Should-Not-Change row in Table 2), except that
All-Should-Not-Change’s Entity F1 is stat. equal
to that of Data-Level Paraphrasing, showing that
these strategies are able to compensate for each
other to further improve performance. An inter-
esting strategy to note is Random Swap: although
it itself is not effective as an adversarial strategy
for VHRED, training on it does make the model
perform better on normal inputs.

Results on Should-Change Strategies Table 2
and 3 show that Add Negation and Antonym
are both successful Should-Change strategies, be-
cause no change in N-train + A-test F1 is stat.
significant compared to that of N-train + N-
test, which shows that both models are ignoring
the semantic-changing perturbations to the inputs.
From the last two rows of A-train + A-test column
in each table, we also see that adversarial training
successfully brings down both F1’s (stat. signif-
icantly) for each model, showing that the model
becomes more sensitive to the context change.

Semantic Similarity In addition to F1, we also
follow Serban et al. (2017a) and employ cosine

9We obtained stat. significance via the bootstrap
test (Noreen, 1989; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) with 100K
samples, and consider p < 0.05 as stat. significant.

similarity between average embeddings of nor-
mal and adversarial inputs/responses (proposed
by Liu et al. (2016)) to evaluate how much the in-
puts/responses change in semantic meaning (Ta-
ble 4). This metric is useful in three ways. Firstly,
by comparing the two columns of context sim-
ilarity, we can get a general idea of how much
change is perceived by each model. For exam-
ple, we can see that Stopword Dropout leads to
more evident changes from VHRED’s perspective
than from Reranking-RL’s. This also agrees with
the F1 results in Table 2 and 3, which indicate
that Reranking-RL is much more robust to this
strategy than VHRED is. The high context sim-
ilarity of Should-Change strategies shows that al-
though we have added “not” or replaced antonyms
in every utterance of the source inputs, from the
model’s point of view the context has not changed
much in meaning. Secondly, for each Should-Not-
Change strategy, the cosine similarity of context
is much higher than that of response, indicating
that responses change more significantly in mean-
ing than their corresponding contexts. Lastly, The
high semantic similarity for Generative Paraphras-
ing also partly shows that the Pointer-Generator
model in general produces faithful paraphrases.
Human Evaluation As introduced in Section 5,
we performed two human studies on adversarial
training and Generative Paraphrasing. For the
first study, Table 5 indicates that the adversarially
trained model indeed on average produced better
responses. This agrees with the adversarial train-
ing results in Table 2. For the second study, Ta-
ble 6 shows that on average the generated para-
phrase has roughly the same semantic meaning
with the original utterance, but may sometimes
miss some information. Its quality is also close to
that of the ground-truth in ParaNMT-5M dataset.

Output Examples of Generated Responses
We present a selected example of generated re-
sponses before and after adversarial training on the
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Strategy Name N-train + A-test A-train + A-test A-train + N-test N-train + N-test
Normal Input - - - 5.67, 3.73
Random Swap 5.49, 3.56 6.20, 4.28 6.36, 4.39 -
Stopword Dropout 5.51, 4.09 - - -
Data-Level Para. 5.28, 3.07 5.53, 3.69 5.79, 3.87 -
Generative-Level Para. 4.47, 2.63 5.30, 3.35 5.86, 3.90 -
Grammar Errors 5.33, 3.25 5.55, 3.92 5.93, 4.04 -
Add Negation 5.61, 3.79 4.92, 2.78 6.10, 3.93 -
Antonym 5.68, 3.70 5.30, 2.95 5.80, 3.71 -

Table 3: Activity and Entity F1 results of adversarial strategies on the Reranking-RL model.

Strategy Name VHRED Reranking-RL
Cont. Resp. Cont. Resp.

Random Swap 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.86
Stopword Dropout 0.61 0.50 0.76 0.68
Data-Level Para. 0.96 0.58 0.96 0.74
Gen.-Level Para. 0.70 0.40 0.76 0.55
Grammar Err 0.96 0.58 0.97 0.74
Add Negation 0.96 0.69 0.97 0.81
Antonym 0.98 0.66 0.98 0.74

Table 4: Textual similarity of adversarial strategies on
the VHRED and Reranking-RL models. “Cont.” stands
for “Context”, and “Resp.” stands for “Response”.

VHRED Tie Combined-VHRED
Winning % 28 22 49

Table 5: Human evaluation results on comparison be-
tween VHRED and VHRED train on all Should-Not-
Change strategies combined.

Random Swap strategy with the VHRED model in
Table 7 (more examples in Appendix on all strate-
gies with both models). First of all, we can see that
it is hard to differentiate between the original and
the perturbed context (N-context and A-context) if
one does not look very closely. For this reason,
the model gets fooled by the adversarial strategy,
i.e., after adversarial perturbation, the N-train +
A-test response (NA-Response) is worse than that
of N-train + N-test (NN-Response). However, af-
ter our adversarial training phase, A-train + A-test
(AA-Response) becomes better again.

6.2 Adversarial Results on CoCoA

Table 8 shows the results of Should-Change strate-
gies on DynoNet with the CoCoA task. The Ran-
dom Inputs strategy shows that even without com-
munication, the two bots are able to locate their
shared entry 82% of the time by revealing their
own KB through SELECT action. When we keep
the mentioned entities untouched but randomize
all other tokens, DynoNet actually achieves state-
of-the-art Completion Rate, indicating that the two
agents are paying zero attention to each other’s ut-
terances other than the entities contained in them.
This is also why we did not apply Add Negation

Pointer-Generator ParaNMT-5M
Avg.Score 3.26 3.54

Table 6: Human evaluation scores on paraphrases
generated by Pointer-Generator Networks and ground-
truth pairs from ParaNMT-5M.

and Antonym to DynoNet — if Random Inputs
does not work, these two strategies will also make
no difference to the performance (in other words
Random Inputs subsumes the other two Should-
Change strategies). We can also see that even with
the Normal Inputs with Confusing Entities strat-
egy, DynoNet is still able to finish the task 77% of
the time, and with only slightly more turns. This
again shows that the model mainly relies on the
SELECT action to guess the shared entry.

7 Byte-Pair-Encoding VHRED

Although we have shown that adversarial training
on most strategies makes the dialogue model more
robust, generating such perturbed data is not al-
ways straightforward for diverse, complex strate-
gies. For example, our data-level and generative-
level strategies all leverage datasets that are not
always available to a language. We are thus
motivated to also address the robustness task on
the model-level, and explore an extension to the
VHRED model that makes it robust to Grammar
Errors even without adversarial training.
Model Description: We perform Byte Pair En-
coding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) on the
Ubuntu dataset. This algorithm encodes rare and
unknown words as sequences of subword units,
which helps segmenting words with the same
lemma but different inflections (e.g., “showing” to
“show + ing”, and “cakes” to “cake + s”), mak-
ing the model more likely to be robust to grammar
errors such as verb tense or plural/singular noun
confusion. We experiment BPE with 5K merging
operations, and obtain a vocabulary size of 5121.
Results: BPE-VHRED achieved F1’s (5.99,
3.66), which is stat. equal to (5.94, 3.52) ob-
tained without BPE. To our best knowledge, we

[Niu and Bansal, CoNLL 2018] 
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Context Response
N: ... you could save your ubuntu files and reinstall Windows
, then install ubuntu as a dual boot option eou eot aight
buddy , so how do i get that **unknown** space back eou
Random Swap: ... you could your save ubuntu and files
Windows reinstall , then install ubuntu as dual a option boot

eou eot aight buddy , so do how i that get space **un-
known** back eou

NN: you can use the Live CD , you
can install Ubuntu on the same parti-
tion as the Windows partition eou
NA: I am using ubuntu . eou
AA: you can use Windows XP on the
Windows partition , and then install
Ubuntu on the same drive eou

N: ... ok then the problem is you don’t have the nvidia driver
eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i can see some

nvidia thing :P eou
Stopword Dropout: ... ok then problem is you don’t have
nvidia driver eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i
see nvidia thing :P

NN: sudo apt-get install nvidia-glx
eou

NA: ok eou
AA: you can use the nvidia driver

eou

N: ... if using hdmi , the display should be set properly . ex-
cept perhaps for any overscan settings eou eot which
package do i have to install for that ? eou
Data-Level Para.: ... if using hdmi , the displaying ought
to be set correctly . except maybe for any overscan setting

eou eot which packets do i have to installs for that ?
eou

NN: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to install the drivers . eou
NA: the monitor is the monitor .

eou
AA: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to see if the video card is in-
stalled . eou

N: at this point driver activated but not in use eou eot
did you uninstall the old driver first ? eou
Generative-Level Para.: driver activated but not in use

eou eot did you uninstall the old driver ? eou

NN: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou
NA: ok eou
AA: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou

N: i would go with a thinkpad . they are pretty support and
have decent hardware eou
Grammar Errors: ii would go with a thinkpad . they are
quite support and have descent hardwares eou

NN: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou
NA: Ubuntu . eou
AA: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou

N: suggest you reinstall grub . assuming no other changes ,
your root system and data should be present and safe . per-
haps the bootloader scrambled somehow ? eou
Add Negation: suggest you don’t reinstall grub . assum-
ing no other changes , your root system and data should be
present and safe . perhaps the bootloader scrambled some-
how ? eou

NN: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
NA: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
AA: I don’t know how to do that , but
I don’t know how to do that . eou

N: 100% of your RAM . You have it to be used . eou
eot what what ? eou

Antonym: 100% of your RAM . You refuse it to be used .
eou eot what what ? eou

NN: you have a lot of RAM . eou
NA: you have a lot of RAM . eou
AA: I don’t know . I don’t use it
much . eou

Table 2: Selected examples before and after adversarial training for the VHRED model with each strategy.
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Context Response
N: ... you could save your ubuntu files and reinstall Windows
, then install ubuntu as a dual boot option eou eot aight
buddy , so how do i get that **unknown** space back eou
Random Swap: ... you could your save ubuntu and files
Windows reinstall , then install ubuntu as dual a option boot

eou eot aight buddy , so do how i that get space **un-
known** back eou

NN: you can use the Live CD , you
can install Ubuntu on the same parti-
tion as the Windows partition eou
NA: I am using ubuntu . eou
AA: you can use Windows XP on the
Windows partition , and then install
Ubuntu on the same drive eou

N: ... ok then the problem is you don’t have the nvidia driver
eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i can see some

nvidia thing :P eou
Stopword Dropout: ... ok then problem is you don’t have
nvidia driver eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i
see nvidia thing :P

NN: sudo apt-get install nvidia-glx
eou

NA: ok eou
AA: you can use the nvidia driver

eou

N: ... if using hdmi , the display should be set properly . ex-
cept perhaps for any overscan settings eou eot which
package do i have to install for that ? eou
Data-Level Para.: ... if using hdmi , the displaying ought
to be set correctly . except maybe for any overscan setting

eou eot which packets do i have to installs for that ?
eou

NN: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to install the drivers . eou
NA: the monitor is the monitor .

eou
AA: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to see if the video card is in-
stalled . eou

N: at this point driver activated but not in use eou eot
did you uninstall the old driver first ? eou
Generative-Level Para.: driver activated but not in use

eou eot did you uninstall the old driver ? eou

NN: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou
NA: ok eou
AA: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou

N: i would go with a thinkpad . they are pretty support and
have decent hardware eou
Grammar Errors: ii would go with a thinkpad . they are
quite support and have descent hardwares eou

NN: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou
NA: Ubuntu . eou
AA: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou

N: suggest you reinstall grub . assuming no other changes ,
your root system and data should be present and safe . per-
haps the bootloader scrambled somehow ? eou
Add Negation: suggest you don’t reinstall grub . assum-
ing no other changes , your root system and data should be
present and safe . perhaps the bootloader scrambled some-
how ? eou

NN: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
NA: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
AA: I don’t know how to do that , but
I don’t know how to do that . eou

N: 100% of your RAM . You have it to be used . eou
eot what what ? eou

Antonym: 100% of your RAM . You refuse it to be used .
eou eot what what ? eou

NN: you have a lot of RAM . eou
NA: you have a lot of RAM . eou
AA: I don’t know . I don’t use it
much . eou

Table 2: Selected examples before and after adversarial training for the VHRED model with each strategy.
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Context Response
N: ... you could save your ubuntu files and reinstall Windows
, then install ubuntu as a dual boot option eou eot aight
buddy , so how do i get that **unknown** space back eou
Random Swap: ... you could your save ubuntu and files
Windows reinstall , then install ubuntu as dual a option boot

eou eot aight buddy , so do how i that get space **un-
known** back eou

NN: you can use the Live CD , you
can install Ubuntu on the same parti-
tion as the Windows partition eou
NA: I am using ubuntu . eou
AA: you can use Windows XP on the
Windows partition , and then install
Ubuntu on the same drive eou

N: ... ok then the problem is you don’t have the nvidia driver
eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i can see some

nvidia thing :P eou
Stopword Dropout: ... ok then problem is you don’t have
nvidia driver eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i
see nvidia thing :P

NN: sudo apt-get install nvidia-glx
eou

NA: ok eou
AA: you can use the nvidia driver

eou

N: ... if using hdmi , the display should be set properly . ex-
cept perhaps for any overscan settings eou eot which
package do i have to install for that ? eou
Data-Level Para.: ... if using hdmi , the displaying ought
to be set correctly . except maybe for any overscan setting

eou eot which packets do i have to installs for that ?
eou

NN: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to install the drivers . eou
NA: the monitor is the monitor .

eou
AA: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to see if the video card is in-
stalled . eou

N: at this point driver activated but not in use eou eot
did you uninstall the old driver first ? eou
Generative-Level Para.: driver activated but not in use

eou eot did you uninstall the old driver ? eou

NN: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou
NA: ok eou
AA: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou

N: i would go with a thinkpad . they are pretty support and
have decent hardware eou
Grammar Errors: ii would go with a thinkpad . they are
quite support and have descent hardwares eou

NN: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou
NA: Ubuntu . eou
AA: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou

N: suggest you reinstall grub . assuming no other changes ,
your root system and data should be present and safe . per-
haps the bootloader scrambled somehow ? eou
Add Negation: suggest you don’t reinstall grub . assum-
ing no other changes , your root system and data should be
present and safe . perhaps the bootloader scrambled some-
how ? eou

NN: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
NA: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
AA: I don’t know how to do that , but
I don’t know how to do that . eou

N: 100% of your RAM . You have it to be used . eou
eot what what ? eou

Antonym: 100% of your RAM . You refuse it to be used .
eou eot what what ? eou

NN: you have a lot of RAM . eou
NA: you have a lot of RAM . eou
AA: I don’t know . I don’t use it
much . eou

Table 2: Selected examples before and after adversarial training for the VHRED model with each strategy.
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Context Response
N: ... you could save your ubuntu files and reinstall Windows
, then install ubuntu as a dual boot option eou eot aight
buddy , so how do i get that **unknown** space back eou
Random Swap: ... you could your save ubuntu and files
Windows reinstall , then install ubuntu as dual a option boot

eou eot aight buddy , so do how i that get space **un-
known** back eou

NN: you can use the Live CD , you
can install Ubuntu on the same parti-
tion as the Windows partition eou
NA: I am using ubuntu . eou
AA: you can use Windows XP on the
Windows partition , and then install
Ubuntu on the same drive eou

N: ... ok then the problem is you don’t have the nvidia driver
eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i can see some

nvidia thing :P eou
Stopword Dropout: ... ok then problem is you don’t have
nvidia driver eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i
see nvidia thing :P

NN: sudo apt-get install nvidia-glx
eou

NA: ok eou
AA: you can use the nvidia driver

eou

N: ... if using hdmi , the display should be set properly . ex-
cept perhaps for any overscan settings eou eot which
package do i have to install for that ? eou
Data-Level Para.: ... if using hdmi , the displaying ought
to be set correctly . except maybe for any overscan setting

eou eot which packets do i have to installs for that ?
eou

NN: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to install the drivers . eou
NA: the monitor is the monitor .

eou
AA: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to see if the video card is in-
stalled . eou

N: at this point driver activated but not in use eou eot
did you uninstall the old driver first ? eou
Generative-Level Para.: driver activated but not in use

eou eot did you uninstall the old driver ? eou

NN: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou
NA: ok eou
AA: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou

N: i would go with a thinkpad . they are pretty support and
have decent hardware eou
Grammar Errors: ii would go with a thinkpad . they are
quite support and have descent hardwares eou

NN: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou
NA: Ubuntu . eou
AA: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou

N: suggest you reinstall grub . assuming no other changes ,
your root system and data should be present and safe . per-
haps the bootloader scrambled somehow ? eou
Add Negation: suggest you don’t reinstall grub . assum-
ing no other changes , your root system and data should be
present and safe . perhaps the bootloader scrambled some-
how ? eou

NN: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
NA: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
AA: I don’t know how to do that , but
I don’t know how to do that . eou

N: 100% of your RAM . You have it to be used . eou
eot what what ? eou

Antonym: 100% of your RAM . You refuse it to be used .
eou eot what what ? eou

NN: you have a lot of RAM . eou
NA: you have a lot of RAM . eou
AA: I don’t know . I don’t use it
much . eou

Table 2: Selected examples before and after adversarial training for the VHRED model with each strategy.
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Context Response
N: ... you could save your ubuntu files and reinstall Windows
, then install ubuntu as a dual boot option eou eot aight
buddy , so how do i get that **unknown** space back eou
Random Swap: ... you could your save ubuntu and files
Windows reinstall , then install ubuntu as dual a option boot

eou eot aight buddy , so do how i that get space **un-
known** back eou

NN: you can use the Live CD , you
can install Ubuntu on the same parti-
tion as the Windows partition eou
NA: I am using ubuntu . eou
AA: you can use Windows XP on the
Windows partition , and then install
Ubuntu on the same drive eou

N: ... ok then the problem is you don’t have the nvidia driver
eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i can see some

nvidia thing :P eou
Stopword Dropout: ... ok then problem is you don’t have
nvidia driver eou dpkg -l — grep nvidia eou eot i
see nvidia thing :P

NN: sudo apt-get install nvidia-glx
eou

NA: ok eou
AA: you can use the nvidia driver

eou

N: ... if using hdmi , the display should be set properly . ex-
cept perhaps for any overscan settings eou eot which
package do i have to install for that ? eou
Data-Level Para.: ... if using hdmi , the displaying ought
to be set correctly . except maybe for any overscan setting

eou eot which packets do i have to installs for that ?
eou

NN: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to install the drivers . eou
NA: the monitor is the monitor .

eou
AA: you can use the nvidia-settings
tool to see if the video card is in-
stalled . eou

N: at this point driver activated but not in use eou eot
did you uninstall the old driver first ? eou
Generative-Level Para.: driver activated but not in use

eou eot did you uninstall the old driver ? eou

NN: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou
NA: ok eou
AA: i installed the driver from nvidia
website eou

N: i would go with a thinkpad . they are pretty support and
have decent hardware eou
Grammar Errors: ii would go with a thinkpad . they are
quite support and have descent hardwares eou

NN: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou
NA: Ubuntu . eou
AA: I know , but I don’t want to buy
a new laptop . eou

N: suggest you reinstall grub . assuming no other changes ,
your root system and data should be present and safe . per-
haps the bootloader scrambled somehow ? eou
Add Negation: suggest you don’t reinstall grub . assum-
ing no other changes , your root system and data should be
present and safe . perhaps the bootloader scrambled some-
how ? eou

NN: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
NA: I have a Windows XP partition
, and I want to install Ubuntu on it .

eou
AA: I don’t know how to do that , but
I don’t know how to do that . eou

N: 100% of your RAM . You have it to be used . eou
eot what what ? eou

Antonym: 100% of your RAM . You refuse it to be used .
eou eot what what ? eou

NN: you have a lot of RAM . eou
NA: you have a lot of RAM . eou
AA: I don’t know . I don’t use it
much . eou

Table 2: Selected examples before and after adversarial training for the VHRED model with each strategy.
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Figure 1: Architecture for our Multi-Hop Pointer-Generator Model, and the NOIC commonsense reasoning cell.
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where ; is concatenation, ct is the cell’s output.
The initial input of the reasoning layer is the

embedded context representation, i.e., c0 = e

C ,
and the final output of the reasoning layer is the
output of the last cell, ck.
Self-Attention Layer: As the final layer before
answer generation, we utilize a residual static self-
attention mechanism (Clark and Gardner, 2018) to
help the model process long contexts with long-
term dependencies. The input of this layer is the
output of the last reasoning cell, ck. We first pass
this representation through a fully-connected layer
and then a bi-directional LSTM to obtain another
representation of the context cSA. We obtain the
self attention representation c
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where W4, W5, and W6 are trainable parameters.
The output of the self-attention layer is gener-

ated by another layer of bidirectional LSTM.
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]

Finally, we add this residually to c

k to obtain the
encoded context c = c

k

+ c

00.
Pointer-Generator Decoding Layer: Similar to
the work of See et al. (2017), we use a pointer-
generator model attending on (and potentially
copying from) the context.

At decoding step t, the decoder receives the in-
put x

t

(embedded representation of last timestep’s
output), the last time step’s hidden state s

t�1 and
context vector a

t�1. The decoder computes the
current hidden state s

t

as:

s

t

= LSTM([x

t

;a

t�1], st�1)

This hidden state is then used to compute a proba-
bility distribution over the generative vocabulary:

P
gen

= softmax(W
gen

s

t

+ b

gen

)

We employ Bahdanau attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to attend over the
context (c being the output of self-attention layer):
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"What is the connection
between Esther and Lady
Dedlock?"

"Mother and daughter."

"Sir Leicester Dedlock and his 
wife Lady Honoria live on his 
estate at Chesney Wold.."

"..Unknown to Sir Leicester, 
Lady Dedlock had a lover .. 
before she married and had a
daughter with him.."

"..Lady Dedlock believes her 
daughter is dead. The 
daughter, Esther, is in fact 
alive.."

"..Esther sees Lady Dedlock at
church and talks with her later
at Chesney Wod though neither
woman recognizes their 
connection.."
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"Mother and illegitimate
child."

Figure 2: Commonsense selection approach.
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We utilize a pointer mechanism that allows the
decoder to directly copy tokens from the context
based on ↵̂

i

. We calculate a selection distribution
p

sel 2 R2, where psel1 is the probability of gener-
ating a token from P

gen

and psel2 is the probability
of copying a word from the context:
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Our final output distribution at timestep t is a
weighted sum of the generative distribution and
the copy distribution:
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3.2 Commonsense Selection and
Representation

In QA tasks that require multiple hops of reason-
ing, the model often needs knowledge of relations
not directly stated in the context to reach the cor-
rect conclusion. In the datasets we consider, man-
ual analysis shows that external knowledge is fre-
quently needed for inference (see Table 1).

Even with a large amount of training data, it
is very unlikely that a model is able to learn ev-
ery nuanced relation between concepts and ap-
ply the correct ones (as in Fig. 2) when reasoning

Dataset Outside Knowledge Required

WikiHop 11%
NarrativeQA 42%

Table 1: Qualitative analysis of commonsense require-
ments. WikiHop results are from Welbl et al. (2018);
NarrativeQA results are from our manual analysis (on
the validation set).

about a question. We remedy this issue by intro-
ducing grounded commonsense (background) in-
formation using relations between concepts from
ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012)1 that help
inference by introducing useful connections be-
tween concepts in the context and question.

Due to the size of the semantic network and
the large amount of unnecessary information, we
need an effective way of selecting relations which
provides novel information while being grounded
by the context-query pair. Our commonsense se-
lection strategy is twofold: (1) collect potentially
relevant concepts via a tree construction method
aimed at selecting with high recall candidate rea-
soning paths, and (2) rank and filter these paths to
ensure both the quality and variety of added infor-
mation via a 3-step scoring strategy (initial node
scoring, cumulative node scoring, and path selec-
tion). We will refer to Fig. 2 as a running example
throughout this section.2

3.2.1 Tree Construction
Given context C and question Q, we want to con-
struct paths grounded in the pair that emulate rea-
soning steps required to answer the question. In
this section, we build ‘prototype’ paths by con-
structing trees rooted in concepts in the query with
the following branching steps3 to emulate multi-
hop reasoning process. For each concept c1 in the
question, we do:
Direct Interaction: In the first level, we select re-
lations r1 from ConceptNet that directly link c1
to a concept within the context, c2 2 C, e.g., in
Fig. 2, we have lady ! church, lady ! mother,
lady ! person.
Multi-Hop: We then select relations in Concept-
Net r2 that link c2 to another concept in the con-
text, c3 2 C. This emulates a potential reason-

1A semantic network where the nodes are individual con-
cepts (words or phrases) and the edges describe directed re-
lations between them (e.g., hisland, UsedFor, vacationi).

2We release all our commonsense extraction code and
the extracted commonsense data at: https://github.com/
yicheng-w/CommonSenseMultiHopQA

3If we are unable to find a relation that satisfies the condi-
tion, we keep the steps up to and including the node.
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Figure 1: Our sequence generator with RL training.

the non-differentiable evaluation metric as reward
while also maintaining the readability of the gen-
erated sentence (Wu et al., 2016; Paulus et al.,
2017; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2017), which is de-
fined as LMixed = �LRL + (1� �)LXE, where � is
a tunable hyperparameter.

3.3 Multi-Reward Optimization

Optimizing multiple rewards at the same time is
important and desired for many language gener-
ation tasks. One approach would be to use a
weighted combination of these rewards, but this
has the issue of finding the complex scaling and
weight balance among these reward combinations.
To address this issue, we instead introduce a sim-
ple multi-reward optimization approach inspired
from multi-task learning, where we have different
tasks, and all of them share all the model parame-
ters while having their own optimization function
(different reward functions in this case). If r1 and
r2 are two reward functions that we want to op-
timize simultaneously, then we train the two loss
functions of Eqn. 2 in alternate mini-batches.
LRL1 = �(r1(w

s
)� r1(w

a
))r✓ log p✓(w

s
)

LRL2 = �(r2(w
s
)� r2(w

a
))r✓ log p✓(w

s
)

(2)

4 Rewards

ROUGE Reward The first basic reward is
based on the primary summarization metric of
ROUGE package (Lin, 2004). Similar to Paulus
et al. (2017), we found that ROUGE-L metric as a
reward works better compared to ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-2 in terms of improving all the metric
scores.1 Since these metrics are based on sim-
ple phrase matching/n-gram overlap, they do not
focus on important summarization factors such as
salient phrase inclusion and directed logical entail-
ment. Addressing these issues, we next introduce
two new reward functions.
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(which by default assumes all words are equally
weighted). To learn these saliency weights, we
train our saliency predictor on sentence and an-
swer spans pairs from the popular SQuAD reading
comprehension dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016))
(Wikipedia domain), where we treat the human-
annotated answer spans (avg. span length 3.2) for
important questions as representative salient infor-
mation in the document. As shown in Fig. 2, given
a sentence as input, the predictor assigns a saliency
probability to every token, using a simple bidirec-
tional encoder with a softmax layer at every time
step of the encoder hidden states to classify the
token as salient or not. Finally, we use the proba-
bilities given by this saliency prediction model as
weights in the ROUGE matching formulation to
achieve the final ROUGESal score (see appendix
for details about our ROUGESal weighted preci-
sion, recall, and F-1 formulations).

Entailment Reward A good summary should
also be logically entailed by the given source
document, i.e., contain no contradictory or un-
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ing; we instead directly use the entailment knowl-
edge from an entailment scorer and its multi-
sentence, length-normalized extension as our ‘En-
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summarization. We train the entailment classi-
fier (Parikh et al., 2016) on the SNLI (Bowman
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datasets and calculate the entailment probability
score between the ground-truth (GT) summary (as
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the non-differentiable evaluation metric as reward
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erated sentence (Wu et al., 2016; Paulus et al.,
2017; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2017), which is de-
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a tunable hyperparameter.
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(which by default assumes all words are equally
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(Wikipedia domain), where we treat the human-
annotated answer spans (avg. span length 3.2) for
important questions as representative salient infor-
mation in the document. As shown in Fig. 2, given
a sentence as input, the predictor assigns a saliency
probability to every token, using a simple bidirec-
tional encoder with a softmax layer at every time
step of the encoder hidden states to classify the
token as salient or not. Finally, we use the proba-
bilities given by this saliency prediction model as
weights in the ROUGE matching formulation to
achieve the final ROUGESal score (see appendix
for details about our ROUGESal weighted preci-
sion, recall, and F-1 formulations).

Entailment Reward A good summary should
also be logically entailed by the given source
document, i.e., contain no contradictory or un-
related information. Pasunuru and Bansal (2017)
used entailment-corrected phrase-matching met-
rics (CIDEnt) to improve the task of video caption-
ing; we instead directly use the entailment knowl-
edge from an entailment scorer and its multi-
sentence, length-normalized extension as our ‘En-
tail’ reward, to improve the task of abstractive text
summarization. We train the entailment classi-
fier (Parikh et al., 2016) on the SNLI (Bowman
et al., 2015) and Multi-NLI (Williams et al., 2017)
datasets and calculate the entailment probability
score between the ground-truth (GT) summary (as
premise) and each sentence of the generated sum-
mary (as hypothesis), and use avg. score as our
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3.2 Auxiliary Tasks

Entailment Generation The task of entailment generation is to generate a hypothesis which is entailed
by the given input premise. A good simplified sentence should be entailed by (follow from) the source
sentence, and hence we incorporate such knowledge through an entailment generation task into our sen-
tence simplification task. We share the higher-level semantic layers between the two tasks (see reasoning
in Sec. 3.3 below). We use entailment pairs from SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and Multi-NLI (Williams
et al., 2017) datasets for training our entailment generation model, where we use the same architecture
as our sentence simplification model.

Paraphrase Generation Paraphrase generation is the task of generating similar meaning phrases or
sentences by reordering and modifying the syntax and/or lexicon. Paraphrasing is one of the common
operations used in sentence simplification, i.e, by substituting complex words and phrases with their
simpler paraphrase forms. Hence, we add this knowledge to the sentence simplification task via multi-
task learning, by sharing the lower-level lexico-syntactic layers between the two tasks (see reasoning in
Sec. 3.3 below). For this, we use the paraphrase pairs from ParaNMT (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017a).
Here, again, we use the same architecture as our sentence simplification model.

3.3 Multi-Task Learning

In this subsection, we discuss our multi-task, multi-level soft sharing strategy with parallel training of
sentence simplification and related auxiliary tasks (entailment and paraphrase generation).

The predominant approach for multi-task learning in sequence-to-sequence models is to directly hard-
share all encoder/decoder layers/parameters (Luong et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2016; Pasunuru and
Bansal, 2017; Kaiser et al., 2017). However, this approach places very strong constraints/priors on the
primary model to compress knowledge from diverse tasks. We believe that while the auxiliary tasks con-
sidered in this work share many similarities with the primary sentence simplification task, they are still
different in either lower-level or higher-level representations (e.g., entailment will deal with higher-level,
full-sentence logical inference, while paraphrasing will handle the lower-level intermediate word/phrase
simplifications). In this section, we propose to relax the priors in two ways: (1) we share the model
parameters in a finer-grained scale, i.e. layer-specific sharing, by keeping some of their parameters pri-
vate, while sharing related representations; and (2) we encourage shared parameters to be close in certain
distance metrics with a penalty term instead of hard-parameter-tying (Luong et al., 2015).

Multi-Level Sharing Mechanism Fig. 1 shows our multi-task model with parallel training of three
tasks: sentence simplification (primary task), entailment generation (auxiliary task), and paraphrase gen-
eration (auxiliary task). Recently, Belinkov et al. (2017) observed that different layers in a sequence-to-
sequence model (trained on translation) exhibit different functionalities: lower-layers (closer to inputs)
of the encoder learn to represent word structure while higher layers (farther from inputs) are more fo-
cused on semantics and meanings (Zeiler and Fergus (2014) observed similar findings for convolutional
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